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For example, our new PE150 represents the best
of high production capability plus flexibility for
habbing gears up to 6-in. Because of hig'h dynamic
rigidity, it's capable of using the latest in TiN and
carbide tool technology. Setup times are reduced
as much as 85% because change gears and
mechanical gear trains have been replaced with
trouble-free electronic controls.
Simple CNC operation is assured with a variety of
available software. Dialogue programming covers
all operational sequences, walks the operator
through data entry and alerts him to conflicting
or illogical data . .A diaqnostic program simplifies
maintenance procedures by detecting and
displaying errors dilmctly on the CRT.
Flexible automation is a reality with the PE150's
integral workhandling system which combines
unsurpassed speed' and versatility-,even where
medium or small production lots dictate frequent
retooling during one shift.

Faster 1001change is accomplished with the quick
hob change system which saves more than 90% of
tool changing time while assuring hob concentridty
ilndependent of operator skill. A tool magazine with
automatic changer is also available.
Shorter machining times. Shorter changeover
times. Faster tool change. Reduced idle times.
Lower operating costs. All at a price no higher than
conventional hobbing machines. For additional,
information, contact American P1auter Ltd., 925
East Estes Avenue, Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
U.S.A. (312-640-7500).
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World-class gearmaking technology In hobblng
• grinding· shaping· hard gear flnlshlngl •
ilnspectlon • gear ,cells and systems
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LeHen for this columnlshould be ad'dressed to Let·
ten lathe Editor, GEARTECHNO~OGY
..P.O'.Box
1,426, Elk Grave Village, IL 60007. Letters submitted to this column ,became the prope,rty IOf
GEAR TECHNOL:OGY.Names will be w.lthheld
upon request; how vel', no anonymous I'etten
will be published. 'OpinIons eXPlJlessd by contr,lbutors are not necessarily those
the editor
or publishing stall.
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Dear Edlto,rl
Your new Journal IS a most attractive. informative publication. I'm certam that you and' the rest of the GEAR
TECHNOLOGY publication staff labored long and hard to
produce such, an excellent professionally-rendered
product.
Your journal is also unique; there is none other like it
in print. It appears that you have set out to serve an
important previously neglected area of technology, This
action is commendable. and will be a definite service to
gear designers, manufacturers, and users,
Please accept my congratulations on this new
endeavor
Ken G. Merkel. Ph.D .. Editor
The Journal of Engineering Technology
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DUring a recent business trip to our Rockford. Illinois
headquarters to discuss Gear Manufactunng and Design
Problems, I had an opportunity to scan your magazine
and was very much impressed.
Here In our Denver, Colorado facility. we are the
primary manufacturing source for most of the individual
parts that are used in the Aerospace products that Sundstrand supplies to customers worldwide. These products
include electrical generating units. commonly known as
Constand Speed Drives, auxiliary power units, wing
actuators, rudder speed brakes for Space shuttle, and the
list goes on and on, All of these products use gears, and
almost all of our gears are precision ground. Suffice it [0
say, we In Denver, are very much involved in Gears,
Peter F. Palko, Section Mgr.
Sundstrand Aviation Operations
Your magazine GEAR TECHNOLOGY IS a tImely asset
to me. We are just starting to hob our own gears in
house. We have little actual gear cutting experience and
any information we can get our hands on is a great
help.
Keep up the fine articles espeCially the "Back [0 Basics"
Series.
Alan R. Ayotee
Process Engineer

The first two issues of your very fine journal deal extensively with baSICS.I have found the ordinary gear-man
other than an engineer does not comprehend what is
SImple to the engineer.
The "Gear Ratio" article Isecond issue) was particulary
interesting: I have made a program for that but had
thought it was impossible for the computer to find the
factors. Now I know how to achieve the "impossible",
Thank you for that. Best of success with your ambitious
endeavor,
Robert P. Ellenberger, Engr.
Federal Gear, Inc.

In our country. the lack of reference sources and
results-of-research Information make keeping up to date in
our job an extremely difficult enterprise. This publication
will fill a sorely needed gap.
Alexander H, Danon G.
General Manager
Pedro Meusnier
Juarez. MexiCO

Your Oct.JNov. issue arnde on Austempered Ductile
Iron by Dale Breen was reviewed with great Interest. We
are currently involved in a test program with one of our
customers on gears made from this material. The conte-u
of the artide was quite helpful. Keep up the good work.
B. A. Schaler
Allrson G.3S Turbine Opera£lOns

I would like to compliment you on your Joumal. There
has been a need for a publication of this kind for a long
time, I have passed the number on to my colleague concerned with the CAD of Gears, and , am sure he will
greatly appreciate the publication.
Professor S, A, Tobias
University of Birmingham,

England

As a Manager of Special PrOjects leading company
development in certain areas including non srand.3rd
gearing. I have found your Gear Technology Journal VoL
I NO.3 to be an excellent reference source.
I would like to receive it regularly.
Also, if possible. I would like to receive Vol. 1, No. 1
and Vol. l. NO.2.
Valentin G. Barba
Special Projects Manager
Plessey Dynamics Corp.
Editors note: ThISletter is typical of many that we have
been tecevmq. Because of the extra time and expense Involved' in sending individual back issues: we must advise
thai there is a charge for back issues, S 7,00 for the
Umted States, S 15.00 for Foreign Subscribers. There is
also only a limited number of these issues available, If
you Wish to purchase any back issue. msuyou: check
and indicate the issue you are requesting to:
GEAR TECHNOLOGY
P.D. Bo» 1426
Elk Grove Village. IL 60001.
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ANALYZ,ING ,GEAR TOOTH AS A FUNCTION OF
TOOTH ,CON-rACT ,PATTERN' SHAP,E AND POSITION
Lowell Wdcox-Gleason
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THE EFFECT OF LUBRfCA_NT TRACTI'ON ON
WORMGEAR' EFFJCJ~NCY
W. R. Murphy. V. M. Cheng. A. Jackson. J. Plumen.
M. Rochette-Mobil Research & Development Corporation

HIGH POWER TRANSMISSION' WITH CASE-HARDENED
GEARS AND INTERNAl. POWER IBRA'NCHING,
J. Thelssen-A
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you can assure non Quality
before cutting your first gear

NOW

Bad hobs cut bad gears. That's a fact. But wi,th
our new Hob Check™ 2000 software system., you can
assure hob quality before manufacturing bad gears.
The Hob Check™ 2000 is turnkey software which
works in conjunction with our
2000-4 gear inspection system. It directs completion of hob testing procedures, and, test results can be stored, then analyzed
through software procedures. Computer analysis of
test results to different standards (such as US and
European) makes this system cost effective and flexible.

ac

! '

~
:
:

The Hob Check TM 2000 can provide hob and gear
manufacturers quality control using plant-tested,
operational hardware ..

:!
:

• Tools can be qualified as accurate
before release for use
• Troubleshooting becomes efficient
• Reason for rejection can be identified
• Software cost is a traction of that
of a dedicated hob checker
For Hob Check™ 2000 specifications and our
Model2Q00-4
System brochure loaded with information and applications on true universal gear inspection,
write or call M & M Precision Systems, 300 Progress
Road, West Carrollton, Ohio 45449, 513/859-8273.
CIRCLe A-3 ON READERREPLYCARD
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I,N-LINE-TRA,NSFER

Better blind spline
broac:hing, withl easi:er
too II maintenance
Apex's newest in-Iline-transfer blind sp.line
broaching machine lis now out there cutting
teeth into automotive sun gears ..It's dOing them
two at a time, 190 per hour, without operator
assistance. When an operator is needed, to
change tooling, one of the major advantages of
this maohine is realized: all tooliing is fully
accessible, situated only inches from the edge
of the table.

External blind splines are broached to with'n
O.DOOS-in.concentricity to fnternal bore.

Progress.ive broach toolling is mounted on a
reciprocating tabl'e. A pair of parts is
automaticaUy loaded onto expanding arbors
under a single vertical ram. The parts are
pushed lntothe 8 sets of tooling lin quick
succession, and the table rapid-returns for
automatic part removal.
Make deeper cuts, o~higher quality, with
Iionger tool life, on your blind splines, holes, or
keyways., Just call APEX. We can show you how
to do it

1. Parts loaded under ram. 2. Parts in auto-loader.
3. Titanium-nitride hard-coated tooling.

Designed for water-base

nee

hydraulics, the machine
a is-ton, B·in. stroke ram
mounted on a bridge over
the sliding tool tabie. Pickand-place unit straddles
table at right.

APEX BROACH 8: MACHINIE CO..
6401 E. Seven Mile Rd., Detroit, MI48234
~~~I~~~8:S°~DBUILDERS
OF St.AN.'
. DARDAND'
SP,ECIAL IBROACHING MACHINES .AND'
HYDRAULIC PRESSES/BROACH TOOLiNGI
FIX'JIURES/HOLDERSlPUlliRSlSIY\RPENERSI
CUSTOM AND PROTOTYPE BROACHING
---'

A' ,

APEX ~

/:OAC!fNACH:\

BROACHING liS OUR ONtY BUS.INESS
CIRCLE A-4 ON READER REPLY CARD

GEAR RESEARCH, THE STATE OF THE ART
Gear research seems to be thnvlng Between Sep10th and October 17th. 120 papers about gears
were presented, at three conferences In Milwaukee.
Boston, and WashIngton. to a total audience of about
~
The authors were from nine countries. SlIghtly more
than half of the papers were prepared by authors whO
hve outside the US and Canada
Why ISIt then, that gear desIgners, manufacturers, and
standards writers seem uncertam about the performance
of ther products? Why do prototypes undergo extensive
testrng before release for volume manufacture? Why did
the total audience at the three conferences. WIth duplr
cate attendees and authors eliminated. probably not exceed 200?
Let's look at the papers whIch attracted this aucnence
iThey might be diVided into four groups;
• Many papers could have been subtitled "What I Old
With My Computer" More than one thIrd of them
would fIt Into trus group.
• Other papers mIght have been named "Here ISa
Product or Process I'd Like You To Buy" About one
fifth of them Fit into thIS group.
• Some covered new ways to do old tncks calculating
the AGMA geometry factors, layIng out tooth forms
and constructing rano tables.

MR. DON McVITTIL

author of the Guest Edltoflal.
ned The Gear Works-Seattle.
Inc as Executive Vice
'President In 1969. The Gear Works speostees In the
nusual. particularly small lot prcduaion of coarse pucn.
'found gears, planetary drives and custom oesiqnea
reducers and maeesers. He IS also the Presaern of Gear
Engineers. Inc He has been an saive psmopem
In the
vvneocen Gear Manufacturers ASSOCiation since 1972 HIS
aln Interest has been the tecnmcst D,V,SIon. where he
'has served on many commmees including the Gear
r?atlng Committee. the ManufactUring
Committee and the
Metnc Resource and AdVISOry Committee. He IS cheumsn
'of secoon I of the TechnICal DIVISIOn. compnsmq nomenclature, metncaClOn. lubflcaeion. and metallurgy. and IS a
i'mI"Inhi¥ of the Techmcal DIVISIOn Exeanive
Commutee
~
IS the asrem PreSIdent of AGMA
Mr. McV/me IS a
Lk:ensed ProfeSSJonal Engineer In Washington. and a
fnember of ASME, SNAME. and SAE

•

The rest of the papers. which were rne mosr valuable
to me. and I thmk most engineers covered a vanety
of suQjects. includIng mteresnnq rnsronca, rnechamsms,
new methods of analYSISWith test results for venncanon, Investigation of the fundamental mechanisms of
faIlure and real test reSUltson real gears.

Few, If any. of [he research projects reported on th
subjects wtnch are of the greatest concern In gear
deSign'
• Transverse load distribution, particularly for gears With
large InItial mlsaltgnments or large elasrlc defleclron
under toad
• Internal oynarruc factor. the effe(( of rransrmsson
rror
on tooth load We sorely need an analYSISmethod
which gives good results for most gears uSing the
normal qualIty measurements as Input. WIthout the
use of a mainframe computer for the analYSIS
• External oynamk factor or apphcanon factor We used
to caU It service factor It relates the performance of
gears under steady state laboratory conditions to therr
performance under (he fluctuating loads [hey usually
see In the field. What IS It about some loads that
makes them so hard on dnves?
• What rnarenal quality factors make the most difference
In the allowable stress numbers for gears? What are
reasonable frmlts on material and process for each lever
of allowable stress?
These little understood areas of gear deSign account for
most of the failures In Industrial gear drives OUf present
{ConClnued
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'THE ,UNB,EATAB,LE GH
C
~.OWAPPEARI!N~G AT BENSENVI:LLE
IMit'su'bishi':s fullll CINC Gealr' Hobbingl M:achiiin,e, GH,400N'C
Based Oil iits 25 year history of manufa.cturinggear
nobbingl
machines, Mitsubishi nas oompleted its fu n,eN C 5-axis gear hob-

betme GH400NC.
Now

field proven in the domestic market in Japan, the GH400NC
makes its debut herein the U.S.A. The machine will be displayed
at the Mitsubishi show room at Bensenville. Mitsubishi has oper»
ed it's new offioe here.

FEATURES,
.Set-up

time reduced to 1/101h oompared to conventionaltype
machines,
.Simple
programming', Computer memory stores up to
100 different kinds of p.rograms ..
.Capable ,of tapered gear nobbingl and crowning under
CINC. No templates required,

'.Large diameter master worm wheeland
high accuracy
ball screws results to high accuracy gear products.
• Heavy duty construction
and high power motor enables
to generate gears up to module '10 'tDP 2.5),
• Preset tapered hob arbor makes hob chang,ingl faster
with ease.

BRllEFSiPECillFICATIONS
Ma)(imum
Maximum
Minimum
Maximum

workpiece diameter

400mm (40~)

module
number of teeth
number of teeth

10 IDP 2.5),
6

120'

Radial travel

X

250mm (101-)

Axial travel
Hob shift
Hob head swivel angle

Z
V
A

300mm (12-)

Maximum

W

1'50mm (6

table rotation C

27rpm
80-350npm

Hob speed range

For more details please wl'lte
(312) 860-4220

J.. !!!T"D¥s".IHl

5-1, Ma",,mouchl 2-chome. Ch~¥odl·ku. Tokvo. Jlpan
Cobl. Add,. .. HISHIJU TO~VO

Mitsubishli

Heavy Industries

America. Inc.

873 Supreme Drive. IBensenvllle. ,IL 60106, Phone: (312) fI6O.4220

)
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to tlheadcWess below or call'

Analyzing Gear Tooth Stress
as a Function of Tooth Contact
Pattern 'Shape and Position
by
Lowell Wil.r:ox
The Gleason Works
Rochester, New York

Abstract
The development of a new gear strength computer program based
upon th finite element method, provides a better way to calculate
stresses in bevel and hypoid gear teeth. The program incorporates
tooth surface geometry and axle deflection data to establish a direct
relationship between fillet bending stress, subsurface shear stress,
and applied gear torque. Using existing software links to other gear
analysis programs allows the gear engineer to evaluate the strength
performance of existing and new gear designs as a function of tooth
contact pattern shape, position and axle deflection characteristics.
This approach provides a better understanding of how gears react
under load to subtle changes in the appearance of the no load tooth
contact pattern.

Introduction
The Fatigue life of bevel and hypoid gear designs has long
been known to be a function of the length, width and position of the "no load" tooth contact pattern. For example,
careful positioning of the tooth contact pattern relative to
the gear member can produce dramatic increases in bending
fatigue life ..Fig. 1shows a. two-fold increase in bending fatigue
life obtained by positioning the tooth contact pattern toward
the toe of the gear tooth rather than at a central position.
Based on the results shown in Fig. I, a gear designer might
be tempted to conclude that a central 'toe position of tooth
contact pattern should always be used to obtain maximum
fatigue life. However, the relationship between gear fatigue
I.ife and the position of tooth contact pattern is complicated
by additional considerations that must be made. For example, what position of tooth contact pattern produces the best
sound qualities? What combination of the adjustabiHty of the
gear design and the stiffness of the axle housing permit the

optimum position of tooth contact pattern to be obtained,
and what will the mode of fatigue failure be? Clearly, it would
be desirable if the relationship b tween fatigue life and tooth
contact pattern parameters could b determin d by analytical
methods rather than relying on experimental data only.
In September of 1981 the author(l)] presented a paper
outlining a new method of gear stress analysis based on the
finite element method used in conjunction with the method
of Tooth Contact Analysis TeA. This method or analysis
incorporates adjustabiHty and axle deflection data along with
finite element modeling of the gear and pinion members to
calculate root fillet and surface stresses as the gear and pinion
deflect under load. In the sections of this paper that follow,
the new method of stress analysis will be used to analyze the
relationship between length, width and position of tooth contact pattern and the stresses that result in fatigue failure. The
examples given will demonstrate that stress levels in gear teeth
can be related quantitatively
to the parameters describing
tooth contact, thereby, improving the gear designer's ability
to predict the fatigue performanc-e of bevel and hypoid gears.
Stress Analysis Model.
The stress model us d to analyze fillet and surface stresses
in gear 'teeth is based on the combination of three well known
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AUTHOR:

LOWEll MlCOX is Senior Staff Research Engineer in
charge of the Controls Research and Computer Aided Design
Group' at The Gleason Works.. Dr. Wilcox earned his BSME,
M5Mf and Ph.D degrees from the University of Rochester:
Since 1970 he has been active in the development of finite element based software for use in analyzing stresses in bevel gear
teeth. Pr:esentJ'y the author is conducting research that will
extend the capabilities of the finite element based software to'
include a wider range of stress induced gear failures than can
be handled by preS2l1t theories.
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Fig .. 1- Bending Fatigue Live Vs. P.osition of No Load Center of Contact
(1' 1 Relative to Gear Member
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Point on Pinion
0' Gear T,ooth

z

Heel

Rp (or Lg)

Pinion AJC~$
IP,olnl,on
Tooth Surface
Point In A,~lalView
fL. - R' Co-o,dlnalesj

z

x

fig. 3 - Five tooth segment of gear showing relative location of HEX 20 Finite

Element Model

y

Fig, 2 - Method of Ceneratlng Points on Tooth Surface based on Co-ordinates
in Axial Section

analytical approaches; TeA. the finite element method and
the flexibility matrix method, A detailed discussion of how
these separate approaches are blended to form a stress model
suitable for use in gearing is found in references (1) and (2).
What follows is a brief overview of the essential features of
the stress model.
TCA is used to define the geometry of the gear and pinion
tooth forms and to define the lines of contact that exist
between gear and pinion teeth as they rotate through mesh.
Fig. 2 shows, for the pinion member, how TCA is used to
define the co-ordinate 1Jp based on given values of the axial
co-ordinates r" and Rp- The axial plane co-ordiantes Lp and
Rp can readily be determined from ordinary algebraic equations using blank dimensions as input. Once Lp and Rp are
specified at a point on the gear surface, TCA is used to
calculate (by computer interation techniques) the third dimension 1Jp• In other words, TCA is used as a "black box" to
develop a point by point description of the tooth surface. The
resulting point by point description of the tooth surface is
easily converted into a three dimensional Finite element
model. Fig..3 shows a typical finite element model of the gear
member.
1.
2.

10

Numbers
references
TeA is an
tions used
teeth.

in parentheses refer to similarly numbered
in bibliography at end of paper.
accepted method of vector and matrix operato describe the Forrnand Kinematics of gear

Gear Technology

fig. 4 - Location

of instant

lines of contact

on gear tooth model

Fig. 4 shows three lines of contact ala particular point of
gear and pinion rotation as defined by TCA. The lines of
contact represent the theorectical location of the possible contact points that can occur as load is applied to the teeth. Each
of the three lines shown in Fig. 4 is discretized into a series
of modes that can be analyzed using the flexibility matrix
method.
The fundamental principal of the Ilexibility matrix approach (3) is that the tooth stiffness, interface load and tooth
surface defied ion can be related by an equation of the form

Ci) is the combined gear/pinion/axle
compliance matrix
and represents the load-deflection characteristics of each node
along the lines of contact. By specifying the nodal deflection
0'; in a manner consistent with normal gearing constraints
the interface load distribution Pi' Fig. 5, can be directly obtained from equation L Once the interface Ioads Pi,are
determined, the finite element method can be used to relate
fillet and surface stresses to the interface loads Pi'

Selection of Gear De ign

Fig. 5- Calculated load pressure distribution
position 01 rotation

lor all contact

11n~ ill given

The process discu sed above provides a complete description of the gear and pinion stresses at a particular point of
gear and pinion retatlon as shown by the instant lin s in Fig.
4. In ,a straight forward manner. any point of rotatloncan
be specified thus giving a complete picture of the variation
in 'stress as gear and pinion rotate through me h. Furtherm re. the maximum stresses, both bending and surface. are
calculated directly as a function of the TCA input parameters,
and more importantly, as functions of the length, width and
position of the tooth contact pattern relative to the gear
member. Additionally, as axle housing deflecnon enter into
the compliance matrix ell (Equation 1). the stresses also
rellect the influ nee of the axle housing compliance.
In summary. it should be mentioned that all of the above
steps required to cal ulate gear stresses have been integrated
into' a series of computer programs that are essentially driven
by the TCA pr gram. In other words, the logic and deciions necessary 10 per: OJ:m the above steps are automatical1y
carried out by th computer and are, therefore. tran parent
to the gear design r. It is possible, therefore. to generate a
complete stress picture corresponding Itoany devel .ped TCA.

Table I lists the parameters defining the gear d -s.igns
analyzed by the finite element stress program. D ign A,
Band C are typical of a low ratio, double reduction truck
axle. The nominal pressure angle and spiral angle for e ch
design are 22.5° and 35 respectively and the diametral pitch
equals 3.161.
Designs Band C are variations of Design A in thai the cutter radius has been decreased from 4.5 inches to 3.75 and
3.0 inches respectively. Designs A. Band C represent three
different designs from the point of vi w of th if adjustabililY.
Other parameters such as point widths, dd ndums, dedendums, etc., were calculated according 1'0 the CI.eason spiral
bevel dimension sheet program.
The axle deflections were measured in a Glea on T6R·I1
Tester. Fig. 6 hows the magnitud and directi n of llE. llP,
.llC and £. corresponding to a pinion input of 36,500 lb-in,
It should be noted that the direction of the 4G e .mponent
of deflection is opposite to that normally shown in both
Gleason and AGMA literature. This is because th finite element gear strength program holds the gear member fixed and
applies aU flotlsing related deflections to the pinion member.
Therefore. aG becomes the pinion motion relativ I rh gear
member, or in keeping with the original defini.tion of aGo
becomes minu the gear deflection.
D finition of Tooth Contact

Patt~rn.

In order '10 systematically study the inAuence of tooth contact pattern parameters on gear and pinion 'fatigue tress, three
different combinations of length. width and position were
analyzed. The .first combination isolated the influence of tooth
contact pattern position. I. by holding th no 10 d contact
pattern length equal to O.5F, where F is the gear tooth
Ifacewidth and holding width equal to o.sh, where hI i the
gear tooth whole depth. Three separate p sitions of tooth
contact pattern (2:) were used in the analysis.
Fig. 7 illustrates these positions relative 'to Ithe g; ar number.
A non-dimensional coordiante ystem was selected uch 'that
the position of the center of the contact pattern. I, is zero

TABLE I
GEAR DESIGN PA'RAM,ETERS USED' IN STRESS ANALYSIS
OF SP,IRAL B'EVEL TRUCK AXLE

I

DESIGN A
No. Teeth
Diametral, Pitch
Face Width
Pressure .Angle
Addendum
Dedendum
Cutter :Radius
CUller Edge :Radius
Pilch Ansle
Mean Spiral An Ie

DESIG

DESIGN B

Pinion

Gear

Pinion

17

29
3.161
1.5"

17
I.S"

IS'

0.188"
0.4[)4"
4.500"
0.1)95"
59.,621"
35.'1:1,0

22.S"
0.331"
0.236"
3.743"
O.OSS"
30.379"
35,.0"

'0.178"
0.388"
3.750"
0.095"
59'.621"
35.0"

IS'

22.5"
0.347"
0.246"
4.496"

'(1.055"
30.379"
35.0"

Gear

Pinion

29'

17

3.161

C

Gear
29
3.161,

IS'
22.S"
0.307"
0.221"
2.999"
0.055"

I

30.379"

35.0"

1.5,"
0.164"
0.365"
),(101)"

0.095"
59.6,21°
35.0"
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[jg.9Equivalent alternating bending fatigue stress derived from tensil and
compressive stress components using a modified Goodman diagram

at the center of the gear face width, -0.25 hallway toward
the toe end and 0.25 halfway toward the heel end. The tooth
contact patterns were positioned at three differentlocati.ons
along the face of the gear, corresponding to 2; = .025. 0,
and -0.250. The extreme values of X = .025, -D.2S correspond tocentacts that ius] touch the ends of the gear tooth
(in the case of O.SF length) to slightly overlapping the ends
of the tooth (in the case of O.7SF length).
Th
second combination
of tooth contact
pattern
parameters varied I in the warne way as shown in Fig. 7,
holding the width equal to 0.5 ht, while length was set equal
to O.SF and O.7SF.
The third combination of tooth contact pattern parameters
again repeated the
variation of Fig. 7, but held length equal
to O.SF, while width was set equal to O.Shl or O.7Shl.

z:

Presentation an.d Discussio.n of
Stress Ana1y is Re u1ts
Generally. three distinct types .of stress pattern occur in
gear teeth in response to laods applied to the gear teeth; bending stresses in the fillet regions, contact stresses on the surface of the tooth profiles (including friction) and subsurface
shear stresses in the case region. The results of the stress
analysis in this paper pertain onlytothe
bending stresses in
the fmet and subsurface shear stresses in the case region of
the teeth,
Fig. 8 illustrates the locations and components .of the bending and subsurface shear stresses. The bending stresses in the

fillet region are principal stresses Ithat lie on the surface of
the fillets. As the gear and pinion rotate through mesh, the
principal stresses range from. maximum tensile values at a particular point to minimum compressive values. In rd r to
simp.lify the handl'ing of both ,tensile and compressive stresses,
a modified Goodman diagram is employed to, reduct! the t nsile and compressive stresses to an equivalent ahernanng stress
whose mean value is equal, Ito zero, Fig. 9a shows a typi al
tensile/compressi.ve stress pattern, for either gear or pini n,
calculated from Ithe finite elemen'tgear strength program. Th
maximum tensile stress a the gear and pinion rotate through
mesh is 0'141' while the minimum ab elute value ofcompressive stress is uKC' The mean stress is um~an = (UK! - uKc)/2.
Fig. 9b shows the alternating str S5 pattern equivaJ nt to that
shown in Fig. 9.a, but with zero mean stress, The stress pattern shown in Fig. 9b can be determined from the modified
Goodman diagram shown in Fig. 9c o.r a.ltematively Irom the
fonowing formula.

(21

Equation 2 is derived from Fig. 9c with ,(1'1.111, the ultimatstress of the case hardened gear structure, equal to. 330,000
PSI. By resorting to an equivalent altemating stress a single
stress life curve can be used to compare diff,efient gear d' igns,
In the case of subsurface shear (4, S, 6) there are actually
January/February
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two such components as is shown in Fig. 8. The deepest
penetrating shear is the '45 shear. The 1'45 shear results in
fatigue cracks that usually occur at the case-core interface
such as in heavy spalling. The other component oJ subsurface shear is the reversing orthogonal component of shear
which occurs at 64% of the depth of the T45 shear. The orthogonal component of shear, To, is reversing in that as the
contact zone moves across the tooth profile a point beneath
the surface of the tooth, sees both a plus and minus value
of T". The T45 shear, on the other hand, does not change
sign as it lies along the centerline of tooth contact. It will be
assumed in the ensuing discussions that although the
magnitude of the ill component is less than the '45 component the 1'0 component is in fact the critical component for
most gear failures because the fully reversed stress amplitude
of the To component results in a worse state of stress than
does the single direction 1'45 amplitude.
Influence of Pcsltlon of Tooth Contact Pattern
and Cutter Radius on Fatigue Stress
Fig. 10 shows the influences of tooth contact pattern position and cutter radius on bending stress and subsurface shear
stress .. Gear bending stress,
and pinion bending stress,
(1~,are shown on the left hand side of Fig. 10, while orthogonal shear stress, Ttl. is shown on the right hand side ..
The abscissa (l,;) of Fig. 10 represents the "no load" position
of the center of contact along the gear face while the ordinate
represents equivalent alternating stress measured in KPSI.
Non-dimensional contact pattern lengths and widths are each
set equal to 0.5 for the stress curves shown in Fig. 10.
The influences of tooth contact pattern position and cutter radius on fatigue stress can be generalized as follows. As
the center of the tooth contact pattern is positioned toward
the toe of the gear tooth, both gear bending and subsurface
shear stress increase. At the same time, pinion bending stress
decreases. As cutter radius is decreased from 9.0 inches to
6.0 inches, gear bending and subsurface shear increase while
pinion bending stress decrease.
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The percentage figures shown with each of the curves in
Fig. 10 indicate the mag:nitudeso£ change found in the stress
components for each case. The gear bending stress increase
from between 6.9 and 17.2 percent as the contact pattern is
positioned towards the 'toe. Subsurface shear increases from
between 5.6 and 11.2 percent while the pinion bending stress
decreases from between -19.0 and - 20 percent.
The corresponding changes due to the influence of cutter
radius are smaller. At the center position of tooth contact
position (1: = 0 l. the gear stress increase is 10.9 % as cutter
radius decreases from 9.0 inches to 6.0 inches ..The subsurface shear stress increases very slightly, by 3.8% while pinion
stress decreases by-B.O percent.
Summarizing, both tooth contact pattern position and cutter radius have significant influences on fatigue stress. Based
on the author's experience with fatigue tests conducted on
the designs shown in Table 1, the results above tend to support the observation that building the contact pattern center
toe and using smaller cutter radii (better adjustability) does
result in improved fatigue life.
Influence of Tooth Contac,t
Pattern Length on Fatigue Stress
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Fig. 11 shows the influence of the length of the contact pattern on fatigue stress as the contact pattern length is increased
from O.SF to O.75F. The solid lines correspond to a 0.5F length
while the dashed lines correpsond to a 0,75F length.
The primary influence of increasing contact pattern length
is to rotate the stress posit.ion curves about the 2; = 0 value.
The basic trends of stress versus l,; and cutter radius remain
the same as outlined by the rotation of the stress curves ..
When the detrimental effects of lengthening the tooth contact pattern are examined, it is apparent that the pinion bending stresses in Fig. 11 are increased from between 5 ..7 and
8.0 percent when the tooth contact pattern is positioned
toward the toe of the gear tooth. The gear stress on the other
hand decreases from between -2.8 and -4.9 percent. At

B.n<!I~

100

!IQ

Rc was obtained from simulated gear tooth shapes rather
than from actual bevel gearsl81. The influence of ~he
parameters length and width have not been experimentally
verified.
Although the results presented in Section 5 are encouraging, it must be stated that these results are largely theoretical
predictions at this point in time. Hopefully, more experimental data will be available in the future to improve confidence
in the results of Section 5.
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the same time, subsurface shear stresses decrease from
between -1.7 and -2.2. percent. If the position of tooth contact pattern is moved in the opposite direction, toward the
heel of the gear tooth, the 'trends given above are reversed
by about the same magnitudes.
Summarizing, when Fig. 10 and 11 are compared, it is seen
that the importance of contact pattern length changes on
fatigue strength are approximately one half those experienced
with position change and approximately the same as those
attributed to cutter radius changes.
Influence of Contact Pattern
on Fatigue Stress

on Experimental

(Continued

0/1.

page 23)

Wid'th

Fig .. 12 shows the influence of contact pattern width on
fatigue stress when the contact pattern width is changed from
0.5h, to 0.75hl, where h, is 'the gear tooth mean whale
depth. The dashed lines represent the 0.75hl width while the
solid .lines represent the O.5ht width.
It is apparent from Fig. 12 that the change in contact patitem width from 0.5hl to. 0.75h, has almost no effect at all
on bending stress and only a very small eHect on shear stress,
The pinion bending stress decreases by less than one percent
at the!
= .0 position of tooth contact pattern. Gear bending stress decreases by -1.9 percent or less and shear stress
decreases by -1.4 percent or less,
Summarizing, the width of the contact pattern has the least
Influence of all on bending and shear stresses. Changes in
fatigue life due to changes in bending and shear stress of less
than two percent would be diHicult to detect experimentally.
Comments

and Future Plans

The main objective of this paper has been to show thai!
fatigue stress can be quantitatively related to. tooth contact
pattern parameters and to. cutter radius. To that end, results
have been presented showing the percentage changes in bending stress and subsurface shear stress as contact pattern
parameters and cutter radii were changed in a systematic way.
The results presented in Figs. ] 0 thru 12 show that [atigue
stress does change in a predictable manner as tooth contact
patter parameters are varied for each of the three tooth
designs employing different cutter radii. Generally, the
changes in fatigue stress vary from 10 to 20 percent in the
case of position and cutter radius variations dawn to only
a few percent in the case of tooth contact pattern width.
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In the preceding sections of this paper, analytical stress data
were presented relating changes in fatigue stress to changes
in the tooth contact pattern parameter length, width, ~ and
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k and cutter radius."') Furthermore, a portion of the data concerning
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'Computer Aided Design (CAD) of Forging and Extrusion
Dies for the Production of Gears by Forming
by
Kuhlmann
P. S.. Raghupathi
(Battelle's Columbus Division)
David

I.

Gary L. Horvat
(Eaton Corporation)
Donald Ostberg
(U. S. Army Tank Automotive
Material losses and long production times are two areas
of conventional spur and helical gear manufacturing in which
improvements can be made. Metalforming processes have
been considered for manufacturing spur and helical gears, but
these are costly due to the development times necessary for
each new part design. Through a project funded by the U.S.
Army Tank - Automotive Command, Battelle's Columbus
Division has developed a technique for designing spur and
helical gear forging and extrusion dies using computer aided
techniques.
Gear Forming Methodology
Gear manufacturing processes are highly specialized due
to the complex geometry and high accuracy requirements of
the gear teeth. Precision forming methods for gears offer considerable advantages including the reduction of material and
energy losses during finish machining. However, to establish
precision forming as an economical production technique requires' the capability to design and manufacture dies with
precise and reproducible dimensions with long life and at an
acceptable cost.

Command)

The traditional method of forging and extrusion die design
and manufacture is based on experience and trial and error.
A preliminary die is made and a few parts are formed. Measurements are taken of the finished part and the die is adjusted
accordingly. A second series of trials is conducted, and so
on, until the final die geometry is obtained. Such a development program is required for every new design which makes
the precision forming process economically less attractive,
especially when complex and precise geometries are involved,
as with spur and helical gears. Therefore, methods need to
be developed to apply advanced computer aided design and
manufacturing
(CAD/CAM)
technologies (finite element,
metal forming and heat transfer analyses) to gear forming
die design and manufacture. This approach benefits from the
capabilities of the computer in computation time and information storage and allows the die designer to try various
changes in the die design and the forming conditions, without
trying out each new change on the shop floor.
CAD / CAM Applied to Forging and Extrusion
In recent years, CAD / CAM techniques have been applied

AUTHORS:
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is currently.a Researcher in
the Metalworking Section of Battelle's Columbus Division, For
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oriented computer programs for metal forming processes and
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Member of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers and
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to various forging processes. The experience gained in ali of
these applications implies a certain overall methodology for
CAD / CAM of dies for precision and I or near-net shape
forming. This computerized approach is also applicable to
precision cold and hot forming of spur and helical gears, as
seen in Fig. 1.. The procedure uses as input: (a) the process
variables and (b) the part (gear) geometry. The former consist of:
(1) data on billet material under forming conditions (billet
and die temperatures, rate and amount of deformation),
(2) the friction coefficient to quantify the friction shear stress
at the material and die interface, and
(c) forming conditions, such as temperatures, deformation
rates, suggested number of forming operations.
Using the process variables and the part geometry. a
preliminary design of the finish forming die can be made.
Next, stresses necessary to finish form the part and
temperatures in the material. and the dies are calculated. The
elastic die deflections due to temperatures and stresses can
be estimated and used to predict the small corrections
necessary on the finish die geometry. Knowledge of the fonning stresses also allows the prediction of forming load and
energy, The estimation of die geometry corrections is
necessary for obtaining dose tolerance formed parts and for
machining the finish dies to exact dimensions. The corrected
finish die geometry is used to
estimate the necessary volume, and the volume distribution in the billet or the
preform. Ideally, a simulation of the metal flow should
be conducted for each die
design. This is a computerized prediction of metal flow
at each instant during forming. This simulation is mathematically quite complex and
can only be performed at this
time for relatively simple
parts ..In more complex applications, die design can be
determined by computerized
use of experience-based
formulas.
Two Phase Approach

forming (forging and/or extrusion) a set of spur gears
and a set of helical gears.
The Phase Iwork and the Phase n spur gear extrusion trials
have been completed. A simplified flow diagram for the computer aided design and manufacturing of forging and extrusion dies for spur and helical gears is shown in Fig. 2. Using
the overall outlines of Figs. 1 and 2, the die design effort was
dividied into four tasks:

1. Definition of gear and gear tooth geometries.
2. Prediction of forming load, pressure and stresses.
3. Estimation of tool deflections, shrinkage and corrections.
4. Development of an interactive, graphics based computer
program for performing Tasks 1 through 3.
Generating

the Gear Tooth Geometry

To define the tooth geometry, certain gear and/or cutting
tool parameters must be specified. Some additional data pertaining to the mating gear mayalso be required in certain
instances. All the data required for the computations can be
obtained from a "summary sheet" developed by gear designers
(Fig. 3) and also the geometry of the cutting tool (Fig. 4).
With this data, standard gear equations are used to calculate
the X and Y coordinates of the points describing the gear tooth
profile.
The basic geometry of a spur
gear tooth is seen in Fig. S,
with the .following major
definitions (1):

• backlashthe amount by which the
width of a tooth space
exceeds the thickness of
the engaging tooth on
the pitch circles
• circular pitchthe distance, measured
on the pitchcirde,
from
a point on one tooth to
a corresponding point 'on
an. adjacent tooth
• clearancethe amOUJ1tby which the
dedendum of a. gear exceeds the addendum of
its mating gear

The present study is still in
progress and is being conducted in two phases as
follows:
" Phase I
Computer Aided Design
(CAD) of fanning dies.
• Phase II
Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM) of the
forming dies and demonstration of the effectiveness of CAD I CAM by

• addendumthe radial distance between the top land and
the pitch circle

• dedendumthe radial distance from
the bottom land to the
pitch circle

Fig. 1- Descriptive Computer Aided Design Procedure for Finish Forging Dies

• d.iametral pitchnumber of teeth on the
gear per inch of pitch
diameter
JanuaryjFebruaryl,985
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DESCRIBE GEAR GEOMETRY IN
DIGITAL FORM FOR USE IN COMPUTER

1-0-----,

CORRECTIO'lS

MODI FrCAT.IONS

INSPECT THE GEARS AND
EVALUATE FORMING PROCEDURE

UPDATE COMPUTER PROGRAMS
AND REF INE CAD/CAM'
METHODS FO~ DIES

Fig. 2-Genera.l Procedure for the Design of Gear Forming Dies

• pitch diameter-

diameter of the theoretical pitch circle
which is tangent to the corresponding
pitch circle on a. mating gear

The majority of the gears produced by conventional cutting methods are either hobbed or cut using a shaper cutter
(2). In this study, for defining the tooth geometry, standard
equations were used to simulate the gear cutting process (3-7).
These equations are included into a computer program, caned
GEARDl, as discussed later.

be known. This stress analysis is necessary to obtain not only
the elastic deflection, but also to calculate the forming
pressure and load.
Extrusion
The extrusion process is seen schematically in Fig. 6. The
punch load required to extrude a spur or helical gear is
determined by estimating the following forces:
• the ideal deformation force,
'. the force due to internal shear at the die entrance and exit,
.' the friction Iorce along the die walls and the punch.

Forming Load Prediction
To determine the elastic deflection of the forming dies,
stresses acting on the die during the forming processes must

18
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Using the slab method of analysis, the equations
punch force were determined and programmed.
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THEORETICAL PITCH DIIAMETER
MINIMUM ROOT D'IAMETER

MEAN FACE WmUIL
..
. . .
MIN. NORM lOPLAND IMAX. 0.0. WID CHAM]
MIN. THEO. NORM. CIRe. TOOTH THICKNESS
TOOTH THIICKNESS @ HALF OF WHOLE DEPTH
CASE DEPTH
.
MAX. PITCH DIAMETER RUNOUT (TIAI
. . ..

DATA

METRIC
(MIMI

;;;;~ .. :::r:::===

34.95
33.99
30.30
25.02
22.42
17.45
16,.72
0.00

MAX. LEAD VARIATION.
. .
MAX. LEAD RANGE. . . . .
CROWNING IN MIDDLE 80% OF TOOTH
MAX.
MAX.
MAX.
MAX.
MAX.

=====

2.0395,
2.0245,
1.9697
1.9000
1.8697
1.8202
1.8138
1.7412

Summary

51.803
51.422
50.030
48.260
47.491
46.233
46.070
44.226

0.0004
0.0008
.00000/.00050

0.010
0.020
.0001.012

0.0025
0.0008
0.0032
0.0004
0.0029

0.063
0.020
0.081
0.010
01.073

RUNOUT n.I.R.'
. . . . . .
TOOTH TO TOOTH COMPOSITE VAR.
TOTAL COMPOSITE VARIATION.
PITCH VAIRIATION .
PITCH RANGE. . .. . . . . .
Fig . .3 - Example of A Typical Gear Manufacturer
Gear Geometry

RADIUS
;;;;:;;;==;ra.
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results of the FEM analysis
empirical analysis.
Estimation

correlated

closely

with

the

of Die Corrections

The geometry of the forming die is different from that of
the formed gear because,

IT•• T o.

c.l"_

AiH'IIIIOAC"

TOOT...o.
'''0111 L.I
'.'.1.1II1II1

• The die insert is normally shrink fitted into the die holder
causing a contraction of the die surfaces.
• In warm I hot forming, the dies may be heated prior to
forming and further heated by the hot billet during forming. This causes the die insert to expand.
• During forming, due to forming stresses, the die surface
deforms elastically.
• After forming, the gear shrinks during cooling from forming temperature to room temperature.

"'OD, .. DUM

"'--~

AP4CLI
..... !,..A1II9'0 v.,W

c."..t.y

_
01

:J9. TOO"~

or abulc

hob

OUTSIDE
ANGL!'

fig. 4 - Geometry of A Hob and A Shaper Cutter

To obtain the desirable accuracy in the formed gears, each
of the geometrical variations listed above was estimated and
the die geometry corrected accordingly ..Referring to Fig. 8,
the original pitch radius is represented by R. Shrink fitting
of the die causes the gear profile to shrink. hence the die must
be increased by a corresponding amount, S.. Similarly, increased die temperatures and forging pressures cause the die
to expand. These two factors are compensated
by the
amounts Hand E. Finally, a. warm I hot formed gear will
shrink during cooling; therefore, the die must be enlarged by
the amount C. The results of the die correction analyses were
used to alter the coordinates of the gear tooth profile to
achieve the appropriate die geometry.
Cutting the Die
A common method of die manufacture is called electrical
discharge machining (EDM). The process uses an electrode,
usually made of graphite or brass, which is the negative of

I Punch

2 Top Insert
:3 Conical or Streamlined Insert
4 Gear Insert

fig. 5-Gear

5 Support Insert
Ring
7 Billet
B E~trusion

6 Reinlorcing

Terminology

Forging
A typical tool setup for forging of gears is shown
schematically in Fig. 7. The punch force necessary to fill the
tooth cavity by radial metal flow was also calculated using
the slab method of analysis and empirical equations. Additionally, the forging load was estimated using a Finite Element
Method (FEM) based program in order to verify the calculations made by the slab method and empirical equations. The
.20
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Before Extrusion

Fig. 6 - Schematic

of the Extrusion

Aller

Process

Extrusion

e
~

&OTTOW GUIO[IILOC.
ctlUUDI PUNCH
.aTTOW [JECTO"

Fig. 7- Typical Tool Setup for Forging Spur or Helical Gear5,

• compute the forming load required to produce the CUIrent gear design,
• compute the coordinates of the corrected gear geometry
necessary for machining the EDMelectrooes by taking into
account the change in the die geometry du to temperature
differentials, load stresses and shrink fitting, and •
•' determine the specifications 'of a 1.'001 which can cut the
altered tooth geometry on a conventional hobbing or
shaper cutter machine.
This program enables the user to design spur and helical
gears, predict tooling loads and pressures, estimate meta] flow
for forming the gear, and define the geometry required to
manufacture the tooling using conventional or wire (;DM.
Several examples of gears, currently being forged in industry.
were tested in the GEARDI computer program. The predicted
forging loads were within 10 percent of the actual loads
measured during production runs.
GEARDI is an interactive, graphics-oriented
program
which runs on Digital Equipment Corporation VAX 111780.
111750. and PDP-lll44 computers. h isa menu driven program that allows the user to select various options from a
pre-defined list. F.ig. 9.is a simpli1ied flow diagram of the program depictingth various menu oplionsa.vailable to the user.
One 'convenient feature, the ~COMPAR]SON DISPLAY" option, allows the user to superimpose two gear profile drawings on the computer and determine the maximum difference
between the two profiles. Fig. 10 shows th superposition of
an original spur gear ,tooth profile and the corrected g~metry
which was determin d by the program ;for a specific set of
forming conditions.
The GEARDI program
has powerful
application
possibilities, not only in the area of metallorming, but also
in the area of gear and gear train design. with its ability to

the die geometry. The electrode is brought dose ,to. but not
in 'contact with. the die material. An electrical current is
allowed to arc across the gap which "burns" away the die
material. Another form of this method of manufacture is
called wire EDM. Current is passed through a straight wire
Ithat moves in two dimensions, burning the die geometry as
it goes. Helical gear dies must be made by lIsing a solid dectrode but spur gear dies c-an be cut using either a solid electrode ,or a wire EDM process. In either case. a eorreeted 'set
of gear tooth profile coordinates is needed. This new set of
coordinates is computed by applying a correction factor to
the' radius vector from 'the center of the gear to each point
on the gear tooth profile. The correction factor is a function
of the values for S, H, E, and C as shown in Fig. 8 ..
As previously mentioned, the geometry of the die is different from the final gear geometry ...When ,cutting the gear
die using 3-" electrode, it may be desirable Ito manufacture
the electrode using a hob or shaper cutter ~pecifically designed
Ito cut the electrode geometry. The computer program,
8,GEARm: allows the user ,to design this new ,cutting tool.
Computer

Program

"GEARDI'"

Using the equations developed in Phase l, a graphics
oriented computer program called GEARD] was d veloped,
The main functions of GEARDl are:
'. define the exact tooth form of a spur or helical gear,

Fig. ,8-Correction

10

Gear Qoometry (Symbols Expl ined 10 Text]
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INPUT/CHECK

GEARDI

- RElURN

TO "" I II HENU

READ INI GEOMETRY FROM F I LE
, -

KEY IN &EOMETRY
-

PROF ILE

COMJ!U1t

- ORAl;! GEAR lOOTH
IJIAW £NTIREGEAR
ECHO DATI

CHANGE DATA
FILLET

Al1tR
HEl!P

RETURN TO KO.!N MEIIU

--..,_-

!TE INPUT

DATA

WRITE FORMING ANALYSIS

ANALYSIS

RETUR

---,,..--

TO ""IN

fILE

MENU

INPUT FORMING: DATA
CHECk FORMING DATA
RU

fORMING

COMPARlSOfI
CREATE

-

ANALYSIS
DISPlAY

TOOL

HELP

-EXIT
Fig.

]I -

Tool Setup for Spur Gear Extrusion Trials

F,ig.9 - Flow Diagram for the Computer Program GEARDI

extrusion trials, conducted at Battelle's Columbus Division
using a 7~ton
hyd:rauHc press. The gears were extruded
using a "push-through" concept. Each gear is first partially
formed and left in the die while the punch is retracted. A
second biUet is placed on Ilop of the partially formed gear
and the press is cycled again. During this cycle, the partially

I

l.Q

Inch

I

fig. lO-Compl.Iler Program Display of the Original Gear Tooth and the
Corrected Gear Tooth Geometry

design hobs and shaper cutters and to modify the

fillet from

a trochoidal shape to a circular shape.
Spur Gear Extrusion lHals
Fig. 11 shows a picture of the tool setup for the spur gear
,22
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Fig. 12- Sequence of Parts for Extruding Spur Cears. Billet is on Top, Partially Formed Gear is in the Middle, and Complete Extruded Gear is on the
Bottom.

A~ALYZENG GEAR TOOTH STRESS •••
(continued

Fig. 13 - Extruded and Shot-Blasted

Spur Gear

formed gear is finish formed and pushed through the die,
dropping out the bottom of the die. Fig. 12 shows the
sequence of parts in the toollng. Once formed, the teeth on
the gear are not machined further. A fixture which holds the
gear on 'the pitch line of the teeth is used to finish machine
the inside and ends of the gear, The spur gear formed in these
trials was designed to be an AGMA quality class 8 gear ..
Measurements taken on the extruded gears indicated a gear
of between AGMA quality 7 and 8. An 'extruded gear which
has been shot-blasted is shown in Fig. 13.

Having established that stress levels vary in a predictable
and quantitive way, work has begun on correlating the stress
data obtained from the finite element stress program to
sources of experimental data. Two parallel programs are now
underway Itoprovide such correlation, The first program will
analyze several hundred fatigue test data points from full scale
axle tests ana four square fatigue tester. The purpose of thjs
program is Ito establish a reliable S-N curve for each of the
modes .of fatigue failure; e.g., bending fatiguea.nd subsurFace shear ..The second program will involve Iatigue data obtained from simulated gear tooth specimens using a closed
loop hydraulic tester. The test data obtained from the
simulated gear tooth specimens will be used to augment the
data obtained f.rom the .ful1scale axle tests thus providing ill
relationship between S~N curves for various materials and
heat treatments to the S-N curve obtained from full scale
testing. The successful completion of this final step should
result in establishing the finite element gear strength program
as a powerful gear analyzing program for the design of bevel
and hypoid gears.
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ture of

Is, next to diamond, the
.. Iva known and has extremely
____
strength compared to diamond.
.!CQ_IfUIC8N technique demands a stiff,
rigjd machine tool and Intensive coolant
flooding of the grinding zone. The Star
Borazone Hob Sharpener meets both these
conditions due to its precise, rugged design

etlmlnatN aU manual
except for
loading and unloading the hob. The machine
is also very quiet (72 dba In cycle with
approximately 68 dba background noise).
A number of CNC Borazon" Hob Sharpeners
have been operating in automotive plants for
some time with outstanding results. We offer
fast delivery. Our machines are competitively priced. Service and engineering assistance is included. If interested, please write
or phone for details.

MUnng Machines
and Milling Machines
Gear Hobbing Machines
CNC Gear ShavIng Machines
Shaving Cutter Grinding Machines
Gear Testing Machines
eNC Gear Tooth Chamfering Machines
Gear Oeburring Machines
eNC Hard Gear Finishing Machines
Prtdl_8Otring

Operators console has a grinding spindle
load meter, a CRT screen and a keyboard for
entering hob diameter, number of flutes,
stock removal per rough and finish pass and
numberof passes,feed rate and right and left
stroke limits. A CNC programmable controller is employed for sequence logic,
feeding the grinding spindle slide, and positioning the hob spindle.
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The Effect of Lubricant Traction
On Wormgear Efficiency
by
W. R. Murphy, V. M. Cheng,
A .. Jackson, J. Plumed ,& M. Rochetee
Mobil Research &; Development Corporation

LABORATORY TEST A
30:1 RATIO .. 1.65 HP WORMGEAR

20
15
10
5

CYL.

OIL

SVN

G

SVN S

Fig. 1- Improvement Over Conventional 5 I P Mineral Based Oil

Introduction
Abstract
The effed of various lubricant factors on
wonngearefficiency
has been evaluated using
a variety of gear types and conditions, In particular, the significant efficiency improvements afforded by certain types of synthetic
lubricants have been investigated to determine
the cause of these improvements, This paper
describes broad wormgear testing, both in the
laboratory and in service, and describes the
'extent to which. 'efficiency can be affected by
changes in the lubricant; the effects of viscosity, viscosity index improvers and, finally,
synthetic lubricants are discussed. The work
concludes that lubricant tractional properties
can playa significant role in determining gear
elficiency characteristics.
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Over the past ten years, the trends to
hotter-running industrial. gears has provided the authors' company with the opportunity to evaluate synthetic industrial
oils developed with the superior thermal/oxidative
performance. In several
instances, it was noted that not only was
oil life improved by using synthetic products, hut that the equipment ran cooler
than with the mineral-based products
Originally used, This behavior has been
reported.(l) The_ simnl
nati._on
- f--~
_ pes t exl
_ p_arLa
or
cooler-running
is a reduction
in
horsepower loss; i.e, an improvement in
power transmission efficiency.
These findings, in part, resulted in a

significant effort to evaluate industrial
gear efficiency characteristics of different
lubricants,
including
the synthetic
products.
Laboratory Evaluations of
Wormgear Effidency
Results of wormgear tests available in
the authors' laboratories in Europe and
the U.S. appear in Figs. 1 through 4.
Equilibrium
operating
temperature
data obtained
with Wormgear
A
operated at 1500 rpm and 100% nominal
load are shown in Fig. 1. Both synthetics
show signiflcant temperature decreases.
A conventional
steam cylinder
oil
(AGMA 7 Comp.) is also shown for
comparison against the reference, which
is a conventional AGMA 7 EP mineralbased oil. The viscosity grades (see Table
1) for Syn S and Syn 'G were chosen from
their respective product families to be
similar to that of the reference oilat the
approximate 100°C operating temperature of the tests,
Data in Fig. Z compares both efficiency
and temperature rise differentials using
a second manufacturer's gearbox,Wormgear B. Similar temperature decreases
were found for the synthetic products,
but the steam cylinder oil ran slightly
hotter than the reference conventional
SIP mineral oil. These results are reBected in the efficiency data for these 'oils
which show 2-3 % benefit for the synthetics anda directional worsening for
the cylinder oil, Efficiency measurements
in this test were made by means of strain
gauges on the input and output of the
gearbox which was run at 1760 rpm input and reached about 100°C at equilibrium. Loading was achieved hydraulically as part of a four-square
'test
arrangement,
Fig. 3 data shows benefits in efficiency
for both synthetic products and the
steam cylinder oil versus the' reference
mineral EP oil. using Wormgear C (30:1
reduction ratio). This test is run at 1500
rpm and at 96 and 117% thermalload
capacity. Fig. 4 shows similar data for
Wormgear D, a 50:1 ratio worm gear
operated at 1680 rpm input at 100 and
200% Class 1 mechanical. rating ..This latter test is run with the oil sump thermostatted at 95°c' Both tests C and D

LABORATORV TEST B

3.0
measure efficiency via input and output
shah torque strain gauges with dynamometer loading.
The data 'of Figs .. 1 through 4 dearly
show the correlation of improved efficiency and temperature
control for
lubricants Syn Sand Syn G compared
with the mineral sulfur/phosphorus
oil
reference. Steam cylinder oil, also, shows
a general benefit for both measurements,
but with significantly smal1er degree of
improvement.
These data are summarized in Table 2.
Also shown are results of gear manufacturer tests with Syn S compared with
reference mineral oils of either the compounded steam cylinder type or the
AGMA EP type, The degree of efficiency
benefit recorded in these latter tests
depended on the operating conditions of
the tests, and Table 2 lists the average
benefits recorded. The gear manufacturer
tests also indicated benefits in ternperature control for Syn S.
The gear efficiency benefits for Syn S
in tests B through G show a wide range
of numerical results. These data are
rationalized in Fig. 5 which shows a good
correlation of efficiency benefit asa function of increasing gear reduction ratio.
Based on the measured and catalog efficiencies for these gears (using conventional oil) the rule-of-thumb effect of Syn
S is to reduce the gearbox il1ejfkiency by
20-25%,

10.:1 RAno
HP WORMGEAR (100% RATED LOAD)

4.0

20

3.0

15

2.0

10

1.0

5

CYL I NDER

SVN

G

SVN

S

CVLlNDER

OIL

Fig. 2-lmprovement

Wormgear

Efficiency

Benefits other than the cooler running
characteristics initially found for these
synthetic products are apparent:
One gear manufacturer,
Hub City
D:ivision of Safeguard Power T ransrnissian Co., has applied the benefits of Syn
S to increase wormgear horsepower ratings. Catalog thermal input horsepower
ratings have been increased 10 to 15 %
when the recommended synthetic oil (a
Syn S rebrand) is used. This represents
a new design application for this product which already is used in sealed-forlife wormgear units based on its extreme
operating temperature capability.
A second application for increased
transmission
efficiency is to reduce
equipment power requirements, thereby,

G

SVN S

Over Conventional SIP Mineral Based Oil

Fig. 3 -Improvement Over Conventional
SIP Mineral Based Oil

LABORATORY TEST C

30:1 RATIOJ 3.3 HP WOR~~EAR
reducing utility costs, Field measurements of power draw of various industrial. equipment in customer plants
has now been demonstrated Ior Syn S
and is currently being evaluated for
product Syn G.

4.0

(continued

2.0
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Syn S field results in Table 2 show
measured average electrical power requirements for both worm and steel gear
industrial
transmissions.
Efficiency
measurements in field applications can be
more difficult than in the laboratory
because operating conditions are not as
precisely controlled. A statistical approach is often necessary. This was the
case in the second steel. mill test in which
the combined power requirements of the
motor drives of a series of five wormgears were measured by means of a
recording wattmeter. Two basic operations were evaluated in this corrugated
steel pipe drive: a regular drive cycle and
a cut cycle. Data for the two cycles are
shown as normal distributions in Figs. 6
and 7.
The Syn S results show lower mean
(50 %) power draw for both cycles: the
non-overlap of the 90% confidence limits
for each distribution comparison
indicatesa greater than 99% confidence
that the benefits measured were real. and
not the result of chance. The average
benefits measured for the two cycles were
5.8 and 5.9%.
A different approach was taken in the
power consumption test at the food processing company shown in Table 2. In this
case, two food aerator units were operating in parallel. In this test the mineral oil
in the gear drive o·f only one of the units
was replaced with synthetic product and
the other was maintained as a control.
Fig .. 8 demonstrates the relatively constant current draw Eor blower 2 (oil unchangedrcompared
with the second unit
which had a measurable (6 % lreduction
when the mineral oil was replaced by
Syn S.
The efficiency/power benefits for Syn
S in laboratory,
gear builder and
customer evaluations are summarized in
Fig. 9

ports the low friction/improved
efficiency characteristics of the steam cylinder
oils, and it was the surjace Triction
mechanism which was first investigated
as a possible explanation for the greater
benefits shown by the synthetic lubricants ..
in one comparison using Wonngear
D, Syn S additives blended in the reference oil mineral base versus the mineral
reference oil additives in the synthesized

hydrocarbon
base oil, dearly demonstrafed the efficiency benefits to be retained not by the Syn S additives, but
with the synthetic basestock. This indicated the efficiency benefits I~O be
associated with the nature of the synthetic basestoek, and not to result from
a change in the frictional properties at the
gear surfaces.
Operating
viscosity was also considered as a possible explanation even

Spiral Bevel ~ars
up to 100" DIameter

Correlation of WormgeaJ Efficiency
with Lubricant Traction
The mechanism by which synthetic
lubricant products, Syn S and Syn G,
improve wormgear efficiency has been
investigated in the authors' laboratories.
The wide accepta:nce of steam cylinder
lubricants which employ relatively large
percentages of fatty additives has been
attributed to their ability to produce low
friction films on the surface of the gear
teeth. The present work generally sup-

AM'ARlLtO GEAR COMPANY
A Division of the Marmon Group, Inc.
(806) 622-12.73 Cable: Amadrive TWX910-898-41.28
·P.O.Box 1789, Amarillo, Texas 79105
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TABLE 1
TEST LUBRICANT

INSPECTION

PROPERTIES

TEST LUBRICANT
5 P Miner.l
R~ferenc

Base Oil Type

Mineral

Viscosity
ACMA VI!iCGrad
cSI @ 40 C
cSI @ 05 C
cSI @ 100
Viscosity lndex
Pour Point. F
Flash Point. F

Synthesized
Hydrocarbon

Syn C

Polyglycol

7

6S

437
35
30.2
05
+20

383
-It!

9.0
145
-40

297

450

sao

HO

Cli'L. SVN G SVN S

OIL

fig. 4 -Improvement
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Fig" 5-Energy

Efncient Gear lubricants Benefits For Syn S

though, as discussed earlier, the tests
were designed to exclude this possibility.
N vertheless, ancillary experiments with
Wormgear D evaluating the effect of
changing the viscosity of the ,referenoe oil,
were undertaken and app ar in Table 3.
Compared with ACMA 7 EP reference
oil. no significant difference is seen in
either increasing or decreasing viscosity.
This insensitivity to viscosity has al 0
been verified in workw:ith Syn S visco i'ty variation,
Table 3 also shows the results obtained
with viscosity index-improved products ..
In this work. oil formulation
were
prepared with the normal reference oil
funcHonaladditives.
using AGMA 5
viscosity base oil. but with VI-improvers.
X and Y, added to bring the final viscosity to the AGMA 7 lev L In this way
a quasi multigrad industrial oil was produced, but in n ither case was a' ignificant efficiency benefttobtained,
with VI
improper Y giving a nega.tive effect. An
explanation for thi may be the poor
shear stability found for Y in viscosity
measurements under high shear conditions; X was found Ito be highly shear
stable,
Finally, fluid tractional properties were
considered as a possible explanation of
efficiency effects. Traction here is defined
as unit fluid friction in the high-pressure
mesh of the gear, and is distinct from
both viscous churning losses and gear
surface metal/metal frictional ,effects.
The tractional propertie of test fluids
were measured
using a roller disc
machine. This equipment employs a pair
of 3,265" diametercylindricaJ
test rings
mounted on hydrostatic bearings which
can be load -d a.gain.st each other by
means o.r a hydraulic piston. Each ring
can be driven independently
in either
direction by induction drive units with
electronic feedback control. The tracti n
force between the discs is measured by
strain gauges mounted in each disc drive
mechanism. The absence of disc surface
frictional effects is ensured by polishing
disc surfaces to b Iter than 2 micl'oinch
finish. E1astohydrodynamic calculatlons
verified high specific film thickness and
absence of metal contact during the tests.
Operating conditi n for th roller disc
machine
tracHon measurements
are
shown in Table 4. Materials and surface
loading were chosen to simulate the conditions of Wonngear Test D operating at
:1:00% Gas, I load,
January/February

1985
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TABLE 2
EffiCIENCY BENEFI!TS MEASURED fOR SYNTHETIC INDUSTRIAL GEAR 0115
COMPARED WITH CONVENTIONAL MINERAL~BA5ED PRODUCTS
Gear
Manufacturer

Authors'

Reduction
Ratio

Oper.ating
Horsepower

Ave.ra.ge Efficiency
Benefit, %
Syn S

Syn G

Labora!tory Tests

A - Mobil Oil Francaise

Lechner

30:1

1.65

*

*

B -

Boston

10:1

3.,0

2.2

,3,0

C - Mobil. Oil Prancaise

Durand

30:1

3.213.9

5.6

4.0

D -

Cone Drive

50:1

3.10/6.0

7.7

7.1

Hub City

15:1

1.55/2.0

3.8

Cone Drive

25:1

6.5/8.1

4.4

Winsmith

50:1

0.5-1.10

8,g

Steel Mill

B&K

15:1

Steel Mill

IMW
Industries

39:1

Phil adelphia

3:1(a)

6

-(b)

2

Mobil R&D Corp.

Mobil R&D Corp.

Gear Manufactur,ers'
Evaluations

E - Hub City Division
Safeguard Power
Transmission Co.

F - Ex-Cell-O Corp.,
Power Transmission
Division
G -

Winsmith Division
of UMC Industries,
Inc.

Equipment Users'
Evaluations

Food Processing Company

6

75

5.8

Gear
Textile Company
"Temperature

Rise Measurements

(a) Helical gear.
(b) Spur gear/chain
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onl.y; differentialcompan!~d

dr:ivecombination.

with reference mineral oils: Syn 5, -17°F;

Syn G, -15DF.

TABLE 3

TABLE 5

VISCOSHY EFFECTS ON WORMGEAR EffiCIENCY
(TEST 0)

ROLLm DISC MACHINE TRACTION
COEFFICIENT RESULTS

AGMA

Viscosily

Grade

Percent Efficiency Change'
Relative to Reference

Traction Coefficientl11
@ 720 Ipm

Lubricant

Estimated Gear121
fr.iction, f

8 EP

+0.1

Syn S

0.012

0.015

7 EP

Ref

Syn G

0.013

0.015

6 EP

-0.5

EP Mineral Oil

0.018

0.021

5 EP

-0.4

Syn T

517 EP
(V.L Improver

+0.7

Xl

(V.L Improver

Ratio =

(1) Slide/Roll
(2)

517 EP

0.030

Wormgear

UA - UB
= 2 ("Pure" sliding)
112 (UA + UBI

Test D results using equation:
Efficiency = 1 - f Ian X
1 + f cot t..

-3 ..3
Yl

where f = friction coeff .
.A = lead angle (Reference

"Test repeatability ~ 1.0 %

2)

TABLE 4
ROllER

msc

MACHINE OPERATING CONDITIONS
A - AISI 4150 Resulfurlzed
Steel, ......
54 Rc (3/4" face width)

Disc Material:

B - SAE 65 Bronze, 80 Brinell
Hardness
Disc Speeds,

U:

A - 400-1600 rpm
B -

Bulk Oil
Temperature:

ISO F

Disc Load

400 Ib

Hertzian
Stress:

(1" face width)

+ 120-1400

rpm

0.000011 Of A_NliNCH RUNI OUT ACCUR_ACY FOR 'GRINDING,
MACHINING OR INSPECTION WIl'M IHDT HIIi'DRAULIC
Cus'lorn btul, '10
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C!I ,Ii1CI'
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stop prevenl.l over expansion. EXpl1't8t(1n
is U:i"lll'orm ov .... ,ntne -clamping: ilurllOS, no elcntlll9S:!JpotrlQt uMlzBd
IXitisIfUCfWI'i.
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Steel Tube Drive Test
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Based on the disc speeds chosen,

re-

sults are calculated in terms 'of traction
coefficient as a function ,of slide-to-roll
ratio and relative sliding speed. Data for
the condition of pure sliding at a speed
of 720 fpm are shown. in Table 5, indicating a signiEic.ant reduction in 'traction coefficient ,for the synthetic oils, For
comparison, an estimate of gear friction
based on a, thecretical relationshiplZl for
wormgear efficiency is also shown in
Table 5. Despite the simplicity of the
relationship, good ·correlation is obtained
between the traction and friction data as
a function of lubricant type. Note also
that the traction co-efficients for the synthetic products are reduced about 30%
compared with mineral oil - a reasonable agreement with the geaJ inefficiency
reduction
discussed previously.
The
calculated gear friction results are
somewhat higher" which may be explained in terms of the other loss
mechanisms outside the gear mesh; e.g.,
churning, bearing and seal losses,
This strong correlation was recently
verified by evaluating a, commercial synthe tic 'traction fluid in Wonngear Test D,
The manufacturer's
information
indicated the traction coefficient of 'this
fluid, designated SynT, to be about 50%
greater than that of a mineral oil. Based
on this, a significant detriment to efficiency in the wormgearwas
predicted,
Due to the low viscosity of Syn T, the
reference mineral oil viscosity was. reduced to an AGMA 2 EP oil. and the
tests were run at 12S"F where both oils
have viscosities 'equal to that of the usual
reference oilal
19SoP, the normal
temperature of the test.
This work showed Syn T approximately 10% less efficient than the reference
mineral oilat 100% loading. At 200%
loading, the efficiency with Syn Twas
so poor that the cooling water to the
gearbox was unable to maintain the
operating temperature at 125"f and the
test was terminated to avoid damage to
the gears. These results strongly support
the influence of fluid traction in determining wormgear efficiency.
Work is now underway to measure the
traction coefficient o.f Syn T in the roller
disc machine for inclusion with Table 5
results. Substitution of the gear .efficiency
result for Syn T in the gear friction equa-

tlon yields a value approximately 50%
greater than that for mineral oil - in
good agreement with the manufacturer's
reported finding for traction coefficient
An important aspect of the work with
Syn T is that not all synthetic lubricants
possess low tractional characteristics, It
is most likely tha.t lubricant molecular
structure is the key to tractional properties and that structures can be synthesized to give either high or low traction depending on the needs of the
application.

Co.ndusionsand

fUJither Wo.r.k

1, The cooler running characteristics of
two synthetic industrial lubricants :in
gear applications have been cerrelated with wormgear efficiency.
2. 'Gear effiCiency improvements, ha.ve
been shown. to result in lower power
requirements in industrial applica'tions,
3. The improvedefEiciency
afford d
worm gears by these synthetic oils
has been used to increase wormgear
thermal horsepower rating.
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Lubricant tractional properties have
been shown to be a significant Iactor in determining
wormgear
efficiency.
Future work win focus on the efficiencycharacteristics, particulady
with respect to synthetic lubricants,
oJ non-worm industrial gearing and
will evaluate lubricant tractional
properties at the higher pressures
operating in steel gearing.

The authors gratefully acknowledge
the permission granted by the gear
manufacturers to publish their results.
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High Power Transmission
with Case-hardened Gears
and IntemalPower Branching
By
Dr. lng. J. Theissen
A. Friedr .. Render GmbH u. Co KG
Bocholt, West Ge.rmany
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at the contact
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flanks;

width under load;

stress at the tooth flank surface.

dv on the depth x, module

Iatreductien

In the field of large power transmission gear units for heavy
machine industry, the following two development trends have
been highly influential: use of case hardened gears and a
branching of the power flow through two or more ways. The

AUTHOR:

DR. ING. JOSEf THEliSSEN received his Bachelors degree
in engineering from the Techniscne Hocnschule Aad1en, and
his Doctorate 1'/1 engineering from the Ruhr-University
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the Institute for Machine-Elements and Gearing-Technics at
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manager of the design department of planetary and high speed
gear drives for A. Friedr.Fiender GMBH and' Co. Kg, a gear
manufactureri"
Bacnolt, West Germany and in Elgin,
USA I Flender Corporation.

= 25 mm.

maximum possible torque of large gear units is limited by
the machine capacity since the gear cutting machines can only
manufacture gear wheels up to a maximum diameter. The
highest possible output torque of gear units with case
hardened gears and power branching is about ten times higher
than conventional gear units with through hardened gears
and without power branching.
The advantages of case hardened gears lie in Itheir higher
tooth flank load carrying capacity. The variation in the subsurface strength matches ideally the sub-surface stre s
distribution. By optimising the gear geometry to balance the
flank capacity to the root strength, the torque carrying
capacity of case hardened gears can be four 'times higher than
that of through hardened gears having the same diameter.
Power branching leads to .3 further increase in the torque
carrying capacity, Such gear units have one input and one
output shaft, Within the gear unit, the power at the gear ,of
the input shaft is branched out and flows together at the outJanu.aryI February 19853,5

put shaft. To achieve equal power distribution in each branch
special design featuresare requjred.
Firstl.y, the advantages of case hardened gears are shown ..
Then, the dependence of output torque on the gear unit size
and weight
demonstrated. Also the efficiency of different
power branching gear stages and simple gear stages are compared with one another. Lastly, the design of three la,fge gear
units, as given below, are presented:

surface stress distribution. The tooth flanks slide and r,oUon
one another and as a result a frictional force in the tangential direction is created. In addition, there exist residual
stresses on and below the tooth flank surface. However, the
maximum effective Hertzian contact stress has proved to be
a useful theoretical criterium.
Stresses below the surface of tooth flanks, with due consideration to the above mentioned influences, can be computed. (1.2). They can. be treated as an equivalent stress according to maximum distortion energy theory. Fig.. 1 shows
the relation between calculated equivalent stress at the inner
single contact p<>int of pinion and the depth ·x~ from. "the tooth
surface. The maximum equivalent stressu vmax ::::::0.56 a R
lies apprcximatelya] a depth x R: 0.68 s whereby (f H is the
maximum Hertzian contact stress and 2 sthe flattening width.
A sub-surface fatigue strength distribution that has a form
closely matching that of the stress distribution below the surface, is obtained with gears of case hardening steel. of low
carbon content. Bycar:burizing the tooth surface and hardening, a hardened case of martensite is obtained while the core
of the tooth remains soft and ductile. Correct heat treatment
and a proper depth of hardness increases the root fatigue
strength ..Finally, grindin-& the tooth flanks gives a good tooth
quality. There will be no strength reducing notch effect when
g:rindingthe
tooth root, if the teeth or the gears are
protuberance-hobbed
before carburizing and hardening. Cll
F~g. 2 shows the Vicker.s hardness, curve and the related
fatigue strength 11 :sch for repeated load cydesbelow the tooth
surface ofa gear manufactured from 1'7 CrNiMo 6 steel. Due
to the hardened casing the equivalent stress at any depth "x."
is less than the fatigue strength for repeated (non-alternating)
loads i.e, 11 v < IT sch-

i;

• Rolling Mill gear unit with two way power distribution
• Tube Mill central gear unit withthree and six way power
distribution
• Planetary gear unit for ball m:iD drive with three way
power distribution.
GeM Materials
The load capacity oJ gear teeth increases with a decrease
in diametral pitch, i.e. decrease in number of teeth. The tooth
flank load capacity is the decisive parameter for the dimensioning of a gear pair that has a minimum number of pinion
teeth without underc-utting.
The loading of a tooth flank along the common line of contact is calculated as the pressure load between two cylinders
with contact lines haVing the same lengths and radii of curvature as the unloaded tooth flanks. The load on the tooth
flanks is obtained approximately from the maximum Hertzian contact stress assuming that the materia] properties aile
the same ..
The Hertzian contact stress alone, does not determine the
load conliguration.
In the contact zone an elastohydrodynamic oil HIm pressure is developed, dependant on
the roiling velocity, which varies from that of the Hertzian
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Gear units with case hardened and ground gears from casehardening steel have the fallawing advantages ever gear units
with heat treated steel and manufactured by cuttingtools:

3990 or ISO I DP 3663,. based on the experimentaID and
theoretical investigations of isa safe method, pre-calculation
of the capacity of case hardened gears.

.• more compact in size and lighter in wei.ght thus reducing
manufacturing costs
• higher wear-resistance and a lower susceptibility to shock
• higher operating reliabil'ity through higher and more balanced capacity of the tooth root and the tooth flank
• lower rolling velocities and a lower tooth meshing
frequency
,. lower internal dynamic additional forces and a reduced
noise level due to better tooth quality
• increased efficienc:yat
part and full load operating
conditions.

Size, Weight Lnd Efficiency

Case hardening and grind:ing ,of tooth flanks to increase
the tooth flank capacity of gears has proved its usefulness.
and has been successfully applied Eor several decades on small
gears in Automobile lndustriesand for the last years on large
gears far mdustrialgear units ..Camputation according to DIN

.Fig.. 3 shows schematically, gear units with and without
power branching. The diameter ratio of th gears corresponds
't.o an. overall transmission ratio of 7. Shafts 1 and 2 are respeeHv.el.ythe high and low speed shafts .. The gear units A, Band
C have parallel shafts and gear units D, E,. F and G coaxial
shafts.
Gear units A and B, respectively. are a single stage and
a. two stage unit. Neither has power branching.
Gear units C. D. E, F and G all have twa stages and power
branching. The gears on the intermediate shaft of the gear
uni.ts C and D have d:iHerent diameters .• however, the intermediate gears on one intermediate shaft ,of E, f and G have
been reduced to a single gear, hence, the latter are treated
as single stage units.
Gear unit C has two way power branching. Equal power
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distribution is achieved by the herringbone gears of the high
speed stage and the axial positioning of shaft 1.
In the case of gear unit D,. the power of the high speed
stage isequaJly distributed 'to three intermediate gears by the
radial positioning of the small central gear on shaft 1. The
power in the low speed stage is equally distributed through
the three herringbone gears by the axial positioning of the
three intermediate shafts.
To achieve equal power distribution on the three intermediate gears in the case of E, F and G, the small central
gear on the shaft 1 of large units should be radially
positionable.
The large outer gear is an internal gear and is connected
to shaft 2, in the case of E,and to the gear unit casing in
the case or F and G respectively, Gear units F and G both
have the planet carrier and shaft 2 forming one unit.
The intermediate gears rotate about the central axis as
planets. Herringbone gears and axial positioning of the intermediate gears give an equal power distribution through
six branches in the case of gear unit G.
Power branching influences the size and weight ofa gear
unit. Figs. 4 and 5 show these relationships as CIt. function of
the total transmission ratio

respectively.

~
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Fig. 4 - Dependence of relative (to size) torque of gear units according to
Fig. 3 on the transmission ratio i. T2 ... torque of shah 2 in Nm: D ,- design
length or diameter in m; BL = load value in N I mm2
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Fig. S-Dependence o] relative (to weight) torque ·of gear units according
to Fig. 3 on the transmission ratio i. Tz ~ torque of shaft 2 in Nm; G gear unit weight in kg; BL - load value in N I mm2

Figs. 4 and 5 have plotted T 21 D3BL and T 21 GBL against
the transmission ratio i whereby Tz = torque of low speed
shaft 2, D = gear unit size, G = gear unit weight and BL
= load value. BL is calculated .fromthe
following
'equation. (4)

(2)
with Fu = tangenital
= Iacewidth.
Equation
(3)
approximately.

gives

force, d

the

BL*

=

diameter of pinion and b

allowable

fw
__

load

value

BC

B0

KA

KA is the application factor and fw is the load factor. With
repeated load on the gears fw ... 1and with alternating load
fw = 0.7.
Gear units E, F and G have intermediate gears with an alternating load. For gear units dimensioned for an infinite fatigue
lile the val ue of Bo is approximately 4 .. .. . 5 N 1 mm2 for
case hardened gears and 1 ... 1.3 N I mmz for through
hardened gears. Gear size D and gear weight G can be approximately determined for known values ,of torque TZ with
the help of Figs. 4 and 5 and equations (2) and (3).
The gear weight G includes the weight of solid gears, shafts

and case. The gear case forms shown schematically in Fig.
3, wall thicknesses = 0.02 D and the density of steel are the
basis for the weight calculation,
Gear units G and F have the largest relative torques for
low transmission ratios and, therefore, are preferred. A
transmission ratio limit of i ~ 8 is obtained with tw= 0.7
for gear units 'Gand F.
The relative torque of units G and F can be favourable even
for higher 'transmission ratios when two gear units are connected in series. For example,two
F ty~ gear units having
transmission ratios i1 = i2 = 4a:nd are connected in series.
The total transmission ratio is i = h • h = 16. The total
weight of these two units is about 1.8 times less than a single
D type gear unit with i = 16.
Fig. 6 shows 'the relation between the efficiency n of gear
units according to Fig. 3, and the transmission ratio i according to equation (1). Only gear tooth meshing losses are considered since this [ass is significantly larger than all the other
losses for gear units under full loading.

drodynamic oil film due to the complementary
profiles of
the meshing flanks.
However, the sliding properties of internal gearings are
poorer due to higher tooth flank roughness and, thus, the
assumption of the same' coefficient of friction Eor external and
internal gearing approximately
holds good. The gearing
geometry for Fig. 6 is according to DIN 3960 for gears havLng no addendum modification and number of teeth of the
pinionzl==
17 for all the gear meshings.
Gear unit A with a single stage has the best efficiency, see
Fig. 6. Since there are two gear meshings in gear units B, C,
D, E, F and G, the ef.fi.ciency curves lie below that of case
A.. In. the case of gear units E, F and G, the internal. gear provides a faveurable geometrical factor fz, thua abetter ,efficiencycompared
to gear units B, C and D which have only
external gearings. The power eomponen! transmitted without
1.055 for gear units F and G gives a further improvement
in
efficiency.
Planetary gear units F and G, in view of their size, weight
and efficiency, are the most favourablechoice.
Considering
the high manufacturing cost 'to obtain at good tooth surla.ce
finish on internal gears, planetary gear units have a reduced
advantage over gear units with power bral1ching and external gears only,

!For the one stage gear unit, A the effiCiency corresponds
to the efficiency n z of one gear mesh:ing,i.e.

n

= nz.

(4)

But in the case ,of B, C, D and E the total efficiency is the
product of the slow and high speed stage efficiencies, Le,

Design

Three laxge gear uni~s with power bz;~nching, which have
proved to be useful in practice, are dealt with here. The roiling mill drive shown in Fig. 7 has a. two way power branch
similar to gear unit C of Fig. 3. It has four stages to attain

(5)

n = nzl nzl.

Gear units F and G transmit part of the power directly
without any loss. Here, the efficiency with shaft 1 35 the input shaft is

n

=~

{1

+

(i - 1) nzl

nz2}.

(6)

11,000

1

=

I

(7)

1 - fz JI. z-

0.990

..---

'1.

is negative fol' internal. gears ..The values for El and E2
are given bypartial transverse contact ratios (;1 and f2 of
pinion 1 and gear 2 respectively,
Z2

E 1,2 ,= 0.5 - ,fI,l

E 1.2=

=

€1,2 - 0.5
0.5 -

fl,2

+ ,e 1,2

for 0 <: fl,2 <:: 1

I

f

I

0;980

~

F.G

...-/ V~

0..985
(.8)

,

I

0,995

The geometrical factor fz is calculated(S) from equation (8)
with the numbers of teeth 'Zl and Zz respectively of pinion
1 and gear 2

E 1,2

I

I

The tooth meshing iffficiency nz of a gear pair i.sobtained
from the following equation

nz

.of Large Gear Unns

V

-

E

I

/

IIB,e,D

r--

(9)
(10)

I
I

0,970

(11)

The equations (9)1 to (11) derived for spur gearing in(6'are
also approximately valid fer helical gearing.
It is assumed that the tooth flank 'coefficient of frictioniUz
= 0.06 for all the tooth meashings of the gear units in !Fig.
3. Internal gears enhance the formation of a good elastohy-

01965
-. - 2

Fig. Ii- Dependence of effkiem;y
according to Fig. 3.

1

I

12

I

14

16

'1 on the transmission ratio i Ifor gear unlt
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fig. 7-Rolling
mill gear unit with two way power branching (see scheme in Fig. B). Power P
Total weight including flange disk G = 82 t. (Flender-Kienast-Conception)

the high transmission ratio, whereby, the second stage is a
bevel gear stage as the output shaft is in the vertical position. Fig. 8 shows the gearing system.
The input shaft 1 is connected to an axially free hollow
shaft 2 via an axially moveable coupling made of steel
lamellas ..Herringbone gear 4, on the hollow shaft, branches
the power equally due to its axial positioning. Bevel gears
5 and 6, with cyclo-palloid-spiral teeth and longitudinally
crowned flanks, are case hardened and are cut after heat treatment "High Power Gear-teeth" (HPG), The power is transmitted onward to the output shaft via the helical gears 7, 8, 9
and 10. All the helical gears are case hardened, and the tooth
flanks are ground. A stub shaft, with coupling teeth at the
shaft end,connects the output gear with the flange disk,
shown in Fig. 7.
Hydrostatically lubricated axial sliding bearings with tiliting
segments carry the large forces from the millingoperation
and the weight of the output shaft, flange disk and mill pan
(not shown) and transmits the same to a. strongly designed
gear case. Each sliding bearing segment has a temperature
feeler gauge to monitor bearing load. No inspection during
operation is necessary due to an adequate oil. supply.
Fig. 9 shows the central gear unit of a tube mill. The gear
unit has, in the first stage, no power branching and has two
input shafts. One of the two input shafts serves as an auxiliary drive, and is driven at a greatly reduced speed via an
overrunning dutch and auxiliary gear unit (not shown).
When the main input shaft is driving ata higher speed, the
auxiliary drive will be disengaged due to the overrunning
40
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=

1350 kW; shaft speeds nl

=

980 min-I. n2 = 24.5 rnin-'.

dutch. Both the main stages of the gear unit in Fig. 9 distribute
the power similar to gear unit D in Fig. 3. The first. main stage
with spur gearing branches the power three ways. Equal
power branching is achieved by the radial. positioning of a
central pinion on a shaft designed for elastic deflection. The
second main stage, with the herringbone gear, branches out
the power six times. Theeccentric intermediate shaft has axial freedom ensuring theirequal loading.
The large intermediate gears belonging to the first main
stage are mounted onto the intermediate shaft by oil hydraulic
shrink fitting. Thus, an exact alignment of the gearing of the

4

2

3
Fig. 8 - Gearing scheme of rolling mill gear drive shown in Fig. 7. 1 =itnput
shaft; 2 = hollow shaft; 3 = steel lamella disk coupling; 4 ~ herringbone
gear; 5, 6 = bevel gear pair; 7, 8. 9 = spur gears; 10 = gear on output shaft
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two main stages during assembly is possible .requiring only
a small radial displacement ofthe central pinjon of the first
main stage. Measurements have shown that the radiall
displa.cement is not more than 0.2 m:m and the variation oJ
torque distribution is 4% maximum.(7)
All the gears ,of the gear unit,. shown in Fig. 9', are case
hardened and ground. It is worth noting that the resultant
radlal forces on !the output shaft are theoretically non-existant.
thus, the output :shaft hasr;ela'tively smaJl roller bearings.
A lwo--stage planetary geM unit fur a ball mill drive is
shown in !Fig.lO.Each stage has spur gearing and three way
power branching and correspends to the gear unit IFof FJ.8.
3 with the intema), gear fixed to the gear case.
A uniform force distribution on the three planet gears is
a.chieved by the free pivoting (lonfiguration of the central pinionoE each or the two planet stages. The sun, gear centers
itself in such a way that the three radial meshing forces of
the planets are equal, thus. ensurin-& an equal 'transmission
of the tangentia~ forces.,

Due to the equilibrium conditions, Ithe three meshing points

oJ the planet gears with thearLnuJ:us also have lequal tan-8en
tial and centering fcrces, The sun gear which is ccentelled by
m

the planet wheel teeth hasradial freedom due to the bac:klash
of the teeth and the double jointed clutch in each stag! . The
ring gears of both the stages are 0.£ quenched and 'tempered
steel. They are hobbed or eceandseess
relieved after ,the
......::.. :.... pr~cess.
f·m-all mauww'6

'Summary
Gear units, with case hardened gears and in~erna1 power
branching, are relativel.y small. in size and weight. This type
is particularly suited for large gear units to Itransmit high
powers. Case hardened and ground gears. due to their higher
flank wear resistance and strength, giv'e a higher ~oad carrying capadty than through hardened gears. The strength
characteristic below the tooth flank surfaceofa case hMdened.
gear matches weU with the stress characteristic.
(cof1hf1uedorl

page 48)
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D'EFINITIO'NS OF GEAR
ELEMENTS
-

-

B,y
FeUows Corpo.ration
Emhart Machinery Group
Springfield, Vt

As a means of identification,
the
various elements of gears and gear teeth
have been given 'certain names which
serve to classify and explain them . While
some of the tenns used are more 'or less
self-explanatory, othercSare not. There is
also some confusion in connection with
the application 'of certain terms, The
American Gear Manufacturers Associa-

tion have adopted standard terms and
definitions. This list, as it appliesexelusively to involute gearing, is here arranged in alphabetical order. Most of

Addendum - is the height by which a tooth projects beyond the pitch circle or pitch line; also,
the radial distance 'between 'the pitch drdeand
the addendum circle. (1).
AJ1tkndum, Chordal - is the height from the top
of the tooth to the chord subtendi.n the cir-

Angle, Pressure - is the angle between a tooth profile and the radial line at its pitch point, or
the anglebetween the line of actionand the
line tangent to the pitch circle. Standard
Pressure Angles are established. in connection
with s.tandard gear-tooth proportions. A given
pair of involute profiles will transmit smooth
motion at the same velocity ratio even when.
the center distance is changed. Changes in.
center distance', however, in-gear design and
manufactl.lriI1g operations are accompanied by
changes in. pitch diameter, pitch and pressure
angle. Different values of pitch diameter and
pressure angle, therefore, may occur in the
same gear under different conditions. Usually in -gear design, and unless otherwise
specified, the pressure angle is the strmtLard'
pressure angle at the standard pitch diameter,
and is standard for the cutter used to generate
the teeth. The Operating Pressure Angle is
determined by the center distance at which a
pair of
operates .. The Generatin.g
Pressure Angle is the angle al the pitch
diameter in effect when the gear is generated.
Other pressure angles may be considered in
gear calculations. In gear-cutting tools. the
pressure angle indicates the direction .of 'the
cutting edge as referred to some particular
direction. In helical gears, the pressure angle,
may be specified in the transverse, normal or
axial planes. For spur gears in which only one
direction of cross section needs to be considered, 'the general term Pressure Angle may
be used without qualification. (5).

cUlar thickness

arc. (14).

Addl1l1dum, Normal Chordal - is the chordal addendum in the plane normai rome helix,or
the tooth curve at ,the center ·ofthe tooth ..(31).
Angle, Axial Pressure - is the pressure angle in
the axial plane of a helical tooth. (30).
Angle, Base Helix- is,the helix angle on the base
cylinder of involute helical teeth. (32).
Angle. Base Lead - is the lead angle on the base
cylinder. (33).
Ap!gle. Helix - is the angle between any helix and
an element of its cylinder ..In helical gears and
worms, it is at the pitc:ll diameter, unless otherwise specified. (28).
Angle. Lead - is the angle between any helix and
a plane of rotation. It is the complement of
the helix angle, and is used for convenience
on worms. It is understood to be at the pitch
diameter unless otherwise specified. (28).
Ang/e. Norma/Pressure
- is the pressure angle in
the normal plane of a helical tooth. (30).
Angle. Outside Helix - is ehe helix angle on the
outside cylinder, (32).
Ang/e, Outside Lead - is the lead angle on the outside cylinder. (33),
Angl'e. Pitch Helix- is the helix angle on the pitch
cylinder. (32).
Angle, Pitch Lead - is the lead angle on the pitch
cylinder. (33l',
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these terms are also graphically presented
in Figs .. 1 and 2..The numbers in parentheses indicate the location of the identiEying illustrations.

gears

Ang/e, Transverse Pressure -is the pressure angle
in the transverse plane, or plane of rotation.
(5).

Fig. 1- Diagram :Identifying VariousElern
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- is the arc of the pilch circle
'through which a tooth profile moves from
the beginning to 'the end of contact with a.
mating profile, (6).

Arc of Action

Arc of Approach

- is the arc of the pitch circle
through which a tooth profile moves From
its beginning of contact until the point of contact arrives

the pitch circle or pitch line; also the radial
distance between the pitch circle and the root

circle .. {ll.
Depth, Wholeis the total depth of a tooth
space, equal to addendum plus dedsndum:
also equal to working
(1).

depth plus clearance.

Depth. Working - i~ the depth ·of engagement
through which a tooth profile moves from
contact at the pitch point until contact ends.
(6).

- is theamount by which the width of
a tooth space exceeds the thickness of the
engaging tooth on the pitch circles -as ac-

Backlash

tually indicated
by measuring
devices,
backlash maybe determined variously in the
transverse,
normal. or axial plan.es,and
either in the pitch circles, or on the line of
action. Such measurements should be corrected to corresponding values on transverse
pitch circles for general comparisons.
(21).

Bottom Land - is the surface at the bottom of the
tooth space adjoining

'the fillet. (13).

Center DistanCl!-

is the distance between parallel
axes of spur gears, and parallel axes helical
gears, or the crossed axes of crossed helical
gears and worm gears. Also it is the distance
between the pitch circles. (4).

Circle, Addendum - is the circle which coincide
with the tops of the teeth in a cross section ..
(5).

Circle. Base -

is the circle from whichinvolute
profiles are derived. (2).

tooth

Circle. Pitch - is the curve of intersectlon of a
pitch surface of revolution and a plane of
rotation. According to theory it is- the ima.ginary circle that rolls without slipping with
a pitch circle of a mating gear. (2).

Circle. Root - is the circle that is tangent to the
bo ttoms of the tooth spaces in across
tion. (S).

sec-

Clearance - is the amount by which the dedendum in a given gear exceeds. the addendum
of its mating gear.

m.

Contlict. Point - is any point at which two tooth
profiles

touch each other.

(20).

Contact. Zone - is that portion of the line ofaction bounded by ,the "natural" interference
points,

Cylinder.

Base - is the cylinder which corresponds to the base circle, and is the cylinder
from which involute tooth surfaces, either
straight Of helical are derived. (10).

Cylinder, Inside - is the surface that coincides the
tops of the teeth of an internal cylindrical
gear. (23).

Cylinder. Outsl'de - is the surface that coincides
the tops of the teeth of an external cylindrical
gear. (8).

Cylinder, Pilch - is the imaginary cylinder in a
gear that rolls without slipping on a pitch
cylinder or pitch plane of another
rack. (9).

gear or a

two mating gears-that

of
is. the sum of their

Base -

cylinder

Helix, Pitch - is the curve of intersection of a
tooth surfaceand its pitch cylinder in a helical
gear. (34).

- is contact between mating teeth at
some other point than along the line 'of action. (20).

Interference, Fillet - is contact of mating teeth at

addendums, (1).
Diameter,

- ,or an involute helical gear or
worm is the intersec!"ion of a tooth surface
and the outside cylinder. (34).

interference

at the pitch point. -(6).

Arc of Recess - is the arc of t.he pitch circle

Helix, Outside

is the diameter of the base
of an involute gear. (3).

some other point Ithan on the line
inside the zone of contact. (20).

of action

Diameter, .Internal - is the diameter of the addendum

Diameter,

circle of an internal

Outside

dendum

gear. (23).

- is the diameter

(outside)

of the ad-

circle. (3).

Diameter, Pitch - is the diameter of the pitch cir-

de.

In parallel-shaft gears, the pitch diameter
can be determined directly from the center
distanceand the number of teeth by proportionality. Operating Pitch Diameter is the
pitch diameter at which the gears operate.
Generating Pitch DIameter is the pitch
diameter at which 'the gear is generated. (3),
Diameter, Root - is the diameter
cle. (3).

A'nnoUincilng Ba'lzer
a IN,ew 'Coatiing Service
of Cutti'ngl Tools, iF:ormi
N'ow you can have youir own liIlanl
s'lmply phoning

1~

of the root cir-

face Advance - is the distance on a pitch circle
of a helical gear tooth, or pitch line of a
helical rack tooth through which a tooth
moves from the position at which contact
begins alone end of the tooth curve 10 the
position when contact ceases. at the other end,
(29).

face Width - is the length of the teeth in an axial
plane.

(25}.

Face Width, Effective

- is the portion that may
actually come in contact with mating teeth,
as occasionally one member of a pair of gears
may have a greater face width than the other.
(25).

Face Width. TorRI - is the actual dimension

of
a gear blank Ihat exceeds the eUective face
width, or as in double helical (herringbone)
gears where the total face width includes any
distance
separating
risht- and left-hand
helices. (25).

fillet Curve-

is the concave portion of the tooth
profile where it joins the bottom of the tooth
space. (12).

Fillet Radiu.s - is the radius of the fillet curve al
the base of the gear tooth; this radius is an
approximate
radius of curvature,
(11).

Fillet, Full Radius - is the arc of a circle at the
bottom of a tooth space, the' center of which
arc is on the 'center line of the tooth space.
(22).

Groove Depth - is the depth of the clearance

WHAT DOES BAUERS TOOL COATING DO?
We apply Titanium Nilr:lde coaling using the
Physical Vapor Deposition Process (PVD. the
so-called "Low Temperature Process,"): to new and
re.sharpened tools
to metal weal' pans. First
we provide youwll:h
information
on how 10
prepare, your tools before coating so you ebtaln
m3)limum benefits trom the,Titanium Nitride. Then
in our coating facilities, built wiLh ~clean room"
conditions, we use special tool processing' procedures to ansurelhe coating is applied with ,a
high adhesion level time after time after lime.

and

HOW lONG, DOES lIT TAKE TO GET
TOQ:I.:S COA1lEDc?
It starts as seen as you make' a phone 'call. Turn
around 'Ume,Is normally 'one week. Ten regionall
sales oHicesacross ~he country will give you fast
assistance on your speci'ic ap,plication problems.

groove between helices in double helical (herringbone) gears. (25).

Groove

Width - is the width of the clearance
groove between helices in double helical (herringbone) gears. (25).

1 NI.glrl Cutter Plaza" NQrth TQnIWlnCla.INY t412(

Helix, Base - of a helical involute gear or worm
Cylinder. Root-

is the imaginary cylinder tangent
of the 'tooth spaces in a cylindrical gear. (8).
.
10 the bottoms

Dedendum

- is the depth of a. tooth spa.ce below

is the intersection

its base cylinder,

ofthe
(34).

looth surface with

Helix, Normal - is a helix on the pitch cylinder
normal

to the pitch helix. (36).

CIRCLE A-lill ON R
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Interference. Involute - is contact of mating teeth
at some other point than on the line of action outside the zone of contact. (20).
I..c2ad - is the axial advance of a helix for one complete tum. as in. the threads of cylindrical
worms and teethof helical gears, (l8).
Length oiActian
is the distance on an involute
line of action thrcugh which the point of contact moves during theaction of the tooth pro>

files. (5).

Line .of Action - is the path of contact in involute
gears. It is a straight line passing through the

pitch point and tangent to the base circles.
(5).

.

Line of Centers - is the line which connects the
centers of the pitch circles of two engaging
gears, it is also the common perpendicular
of the axes in crossed helical gears. When one
of the geal'S is a rack, the line of centers is
perpendicular to its pitch line. (4),
Line of Contact - is the line or curve aJong which
two. tooth surfaces are tangent to each other.
(19).

Module (inches) - is the ratio of the pitch diameter
in inches to the number of teeth. It is the
reciprocal of the diarnetral pitch.
Module (mill-imeters) - is the ratio. of the pitch
diameter in millimeters to the number of
teeth.

C'oating Inc."
,Makers andl Users

........
~ and Wear ~arts.

Offset - is the perpendicular distance between the
axes of offset face gears. (24). '
Pitch - is the distance between similar. equallyspaced tooth surfaces, in a given direction
along a. given line or curve. The single word
"Pitch" without qualification has been used
to designate circular pitch, axial pitch and
diametral pitch, but such confusing usage
should be avoided. (4).
Pitch Lin.e- corresponds in the CTOSSsection of
a rack to the pitch circle in the' cross section
of a gear. (4f,
Pitch Line Element - is aline curved or 'strail',ht
formed by the Intersectionof
the pitch surface and the tooth surface. (16),
Pitch Point - is the point of tangency of two pitch
circles (ora pitch circle and a pitch line) and
is on. the line 'of centers. The pitch point 0.£
a tooth profile is at its Intersection with the
pitch circle. (4).
Pitch. Axial - is the circular pitch in the axial
plane and in the pitch surface between corresponding sides of adjacent teeth in helical
gears. The termaxial pitch is preferred to the
term linear pitch , (29),

We Ihave pricing schedules, ter coaung new
[&sharpened reels that are cost effective. Phone
and we'll quote most p.f,ices immediately.
. DO YOU 'GET STARTED?

your phone and dial 1-800-435-5010. Wear
, co.atlngs are ,revelutieniZing, the' metalor1clng IndustrY. Teol me' extendiedfrcm3
to. 8
~es that of unceated tCo.,Is, reduced machine'
~wn time and better werk piece, finishes are the'
85o.ns. If you make or use millingl cutters. end
lis, drills,. taps· and thr'eading: tools, piercing a.nd
Irmlng punches, reamers, hoDs. trim and draw
es, shsper 'cutters. knives and blades, dovetail
,rm tools, and wear parts, her'e's the way to be
1ft o.fthefutUfe,

ERS
liNG

INC.

'1l8 1..f!00...435-5010 NY Ste.le716-694.eo12

(29,)

Plane of Action - is the surface ef actlon in Involute parallel-axis gears with either straight
or helical teeth. It is tangent to the base
cylinders, (19.)
Plane of rototion - is any plane perpendicular
a. gear axis. (26).

to

Plane, Axial - of a pair of gears is the plane that
contains the two' axes .. Ina single gear. an axial plane may be any planecontaining
the
axis and a given point. (26,)
Reference Planes - are: pitch plane. axial plane',
and transverse plane. all intersecHng at a
point and mutuallyperpendicular.
(26). (27).
Plane. Normal - is normal to the tooth surface
at a point: of contact, and perpendicula.r 10
the pitch plane. (27).
Plane, Pitch - of a pair ,cf gears is the plane
perpendicular to the axial plane and tangem
to the pitch. surfaces. A pitch plane in an individual gear may be any plane tangent to
its pitch su.rface. The pttch plane of a rack
or crown gear is the pitch surface. (26).
Plane, Tangent - is tangent to the tooth surfaces
at a point or line of contact. (27).
Plane. Tra115VerSe- is perpendicular to the axial
plane and to. the pitch plane. In gears with
parallel axes, the tnmsverse plane andp\ane
of rotation coincide. (26).
.
Radius. Base - is the radius of the base circle of
involute profiles, (7).
Radius, Equivalent Pitch - is the radius of the
pitch circle in across section of gear Iteeth in
any plane other than the plane of 1'0taHon.
It is properly the radius of curvature ,of the
pitch surface in. the glven cross, section. An
example is the normal section of helical teeth.
(31).

Pitch. Normal Circular - is the circular pitch in
the normal plane. and also the length of the
arc along the normal helix between helical
teeth or threads. (35).

Radius, Outside - is the radius of the addendum
circle of an external gear. (7).
Radius, Pitch - is the radiuso! the pit.th circle, (7).
Radius. Curoaturie or Profill! - is the radius of
curvature of a tooth profile. usually ilt' the
pitch point Of a point of contact. (11).
Radius. Root - is the radlusof the root circle. (7) .
Ratio. Axial' Contact - Is the ratio of the face'
width to the axial pitch in helical gears.
Ratio. Cont·ac;t - is the ratio of the arc ofacelon
to the circular pit,C::h. and sometimes is
thought of as an average number of teeth in
contact.Por involute gears. the contact ratio
is obtained most directly as the ratio. of the
length of action to. the base pilch.
Ratio, Face Contact - is the ratl.o ·of the face advance to the circular pilch, usually having
the same value as a'Xlal contact ratle.
Ratio. Gear - is, the ratio o] the larger to the
smaller number of teeth in a pair of gears,
R'atio. Normal Contact - is the contact ratio in
the normal section.
Ratio. Tota! Contllct - is the slim of the transvtr5l!
contact ratio and axial contact ratio' which
may be thought of as the average lotal
number of teeth in contact in parallel helical
gears.
Ratio. Transverse - is the' contact ratio :in the
transverse plane. or plane of rotation.

Normal DiQmetrQI - is the diametral pitch
as calculated in the normal plane.

Space Bottom - is a nne joining two fillets of adjacent toothproHles in 'the same plane. (1).

Pitch. Axial Base - is the base pitch of helical involutetooth
surfaces in an axial plane. (30).

MUCH DOES ITeOST?
. much as yeu may thlnkl Surprisingly many
tecls can be coaledlfor less than a dellar

Pitch, Transverse Circular - is t:..hecircular pilch
in the transverse plane. or plane of rotation.

Pitch. Base - in an involute gear is the pitch on
the' base circle or along the line of actio.n.
Corresponding sides of involute gear teeth are
parallel curves, and the base pitch is the conslant and fundamental distance between them
along a common. normal in a plane of rota'lion. (2).
Pitch. Circular- is the distance along the pitch
circle or pitch line between corresponding
profiles of adjacent teeth, (2),
Pitch, Diametral - is the ratio of the number of
teeth to the number of inches in the pit,ch
diameter, There is a fixed relatienship between diametral pitchandcircular piich,
Pitch. Normal Base - in an involute helical gear
is the base pitch in the nonnal plane. It is the
normal distance between parallel helical involute surfaces on the line of action in the
normal plane. or is the length of arc on the
normal base helix. It is a constant distance
in any helical involute gear. (30).

Pitch,
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Surface of Action - is tile imaginary surface made
up 0.£ all positions of the lines of contact of
a given tooth surface, (19').
Sur/aces, Pitch-are
the imaginary planes or
cylinders that roll together without slipping,
For a constant
velociry ratio, the pitch
cylinders are circular. Sometimes, however.
the velocity ratio may be variable, in which
case djffe~en! forms of pitch surfaces may occur, as for instance elliptical surfaces, (IB),
(27).

GEARED TO THE
GROWIN'G NEEDS
OF INDUSTRY

Teeth. Equal-Addendum - are those in which 'two
engaging gears have the sameaddendums.
(22).

Teeth, Equivalent Number of - is the number of
teeth contained in the whole circumference
of a pitCh ci rde corresponding
Ito an
equivalent pitch radius.

WE HAVE GONE ",NATIONWIDE"
WITH OUR
EMERGENCY BREAKDOWN
SERVICE

Teeth, Ful/-Depth - are those in which the working depth equals:
. 2.000 inch (22).
diametral pitch

Teeth, lnuolute - of 'spur gears. helical gears, and

Our Satisfied Customers Minimize Downtime

worms, are those in which the active portion
of the' profile in the transverse plane. is the
involute of a circle.

GEARS FOR

Teeth. Left-Hand -

are helical gear teeth or worm
threads in which the teeth twist counterclockwise as they recede from the observer
looking al'ong the axis, (25).

200"
Capadty
Specials

7:eeth, Long and Short Addendum - are those in
which the addendums of two engaging gears
are unequal.

(22).

& Metrics

. .

Teeth, Matched - are double helical (herringbone)
gear teeth. the pitch line elements of which
Inrersector' would intersect at the center of
the groove if prolonged. (25).

Pr.lnting' .Industry
Machine Tools & Presses
Food Processing and PackagIng
Machinery
Cranes & Drag lines
- Steel Mills
- P,lastic Processing'
- Chemicall Industry

Located AdJac,ent to O'Hare AI.rpon
(In U.S.A. we're only hours awayl

Teeth. Number of (or Threads) - is the number
of t'eeth contained in the whole circumference
of the pitch circle,
Teeth. Right-Hand - are helical gear teeth or

-

Call or Write for Free erocnure

-

ENGELHARDT ,GEAR CO.
2526 American Lane • Elk Grove Village, Illinois 6{)(x)7

worm threads in which the teeth twist
clockwise as they recede from the observer
looking along the axis. (25).

/3'2) 766-7070

Teeth, Staggered

- all' double helical (herringhone) gear teeth, tile pitch line elements
of which do not intersect or would not intersect at the center of the groove, if prolonged, (25).
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Teeth. Stub - are those in which the working
depth

is less than:

. 2.000 inc~
(22).
diametral pitch

Tip Relief - is an arbitrary modification of a toolh
profile whereby a small amount of material
is removed near the tip of the gar tooth, (11).

Tooth Bearing - is that portion of the tooth surface which actually comes in contact
mating tooth surface. (17).

with a.

Tooth Chr:lmfl!r - is the beveled edge between the
end of a tooth and the tooth surface to break
the sharp edge. (17).

Tooth Face - is the surface between the pitch line
element and the top of the tooth. '(13) and
(15).

Tooth Fillet - is the curved line joining the tooth
flank and the bottom of the tooth space, (15).

Tooth Flank - is the surface between the pitch
line element and the bottom land - it includes
the fillet. (13) and (15).

Tooth, Normal Profile - is the outline formed by
the intersection of a tooth surface and a plane
perpendicular to the pitch line element. (35).

Tooth Profile - is one side of a tooth in cross section. Usually a profile is the curve of intersection of a tooth surface and a plane or sur-

46,
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face normal to the pitch surface, such as the
transverse. normal or axial plane. (12).

Tooth Surfllce - forms the side of a gear tooth,

Tooth. Normal Circular Thickness

- is the circular thickness in the normal plane. In helical
gears. it is an arc of the normal helix. (31).

(16).

Tooth Top - is a line joining the outer ends of
two adjacent tooth profiles in the same plane.
In internal gearing it applies to the inner ends
of the teeth. (13).

Tooth. Axial Thickness-

in helical gears is the
tooth thickness in the axial cross section at
the pitch line, (35).

Tooth, Base Circular Thickness - in involute teeth
is the length of arc on the base circle between
the two involute curves forming the profiles
of a tooth. (14).

Tooth. Circular Thickness

- is the length of an:
between two sides of a gear tooth on the pitch
circle. unless otherwise specified. (14).

Tooth. Chordal Thickness
chord
(14),

subtending

- is the length of the
a circular-thickness
arc.

Tooth, Normal Chordal Thickness

- is the chorda! thickness in the plane normal to the pitch
helix, or the tooth curve at the center of the
tooth (31).

Tooth, Tra.15uerse Circular Thickness - is the circular thickness in the tranverseplane, or
plane of rotation.
(14).

See Circular

Thickness,

Top Land - is the surface of the top of the 'tooth,
(D).

UndercuJ - is a condition

in generated gear teeth
when any part of the fillet curve lies inside
of a line drawn tangent to the working profile at its Iowest point. Undercut may be
deliberately introduced to facilitate finishing
operations,
(I 2).

Reprinted with permission of Fellows Corporation, Emhart Machinery Group, Box 851.
Springfield, VT 05156-0851 "'Copyright 1955
Fellows Corporation.
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G::_est Editor,.

and the need all reside. We must find a wa'y rortrose
companies which have this data to snare it to their own
advantage.

•

(Continued from page 7)
design methods don't prediCl: all failures, so we tend to
be conservative in gear design or in instiMing gear
standards to cover all of (he unknowns. Certainly we
over design and over specify most of our products to
cover those cases where our analyses or our materials
fall down.

It's time for the users of gears. gear manufaoturers, and
gear speCifiersto show some leadership ,in gear research.
The direction must come from those who will use tile
results. but

there

None of these problems will be easy to solve. but isn't
it time 'that we redirected our research if we are going to
solve them?' A good research job requires real exper,imen·
tal data and data acquisitIOn is expensive, No single company. nor single institution. pnvate or public. has the
funds today. It's tragic that the fUnds we do have are fritcered away on peripheral projects, without attacKing the
areas of real need.

ex-

Don McVittie
President AGMA

NOTE.' The opinions expressed herein are mine. not
those of AGMA or any other organization.

---

-----

SPIRAL B'EVEL

of field

fj.•iHt!~

Most gear manufacturers. and many large users, have
data in their own fields of experience. which if analyzed
and correlated' withl that of Others. would provide a
broader basis than we now have. The initiative must
come from the industry; where the data. the judgement
----

direct: feedback

It's time to snare our information with tile universities
and research institutions, and to make al united effort to
fund the work: required' to lrnprove our solutions to mese
problems.

Kettering'S famous quotation bears another repetition.
"Secrecy in induSUial research keeps out rnoreqood information than it keeps in."

---

must be

perience which is pertinent '[0 the research, When did
you last talk to a mechanical engineering professo~, a
mechanical engineering graduate student or an englneering class about gear research? How can: [hey know tile
need if we don't tell them?

-------

-
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MASTER GEARS

TIPCO SPLINE, INC.
,B,&R MACHINING
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2990S ANTHONY DRIVE
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1(31.3) 624-7902
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classified ads. Mail copy 10 Gear TechnOlogy,
P'.O. Box 1426, EI Grove Village, IL 60007.
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fig. 10'- Two stage planetary gear will for ball mill drive with 'three wily power brallching pel" stage. TrlLnsmission power P
- 4050 kW: shaft speeds n1 - 485 min_I; n2 - 13.8 min~l; gear unit weight G - 72 t

High Power Taansmissices
(Continued from page 41)
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The Ge!"9ral Broo.ch push-Up pot _
__
broaching machine and tooling offer an
extremely rigid broaohing system that
e'llmlnates the noisy vibrations of
column-type machines and ring-type
toolingl. In addition to smooth9f. quieter
operation. thetinish is better too.
Instead of cantilever mounting the
pot to the column. we mount the pot
on a machine base which oontains
the push cvllnderdirectly below and
concentne with the pot. This in-line
design equallze.s the cutting forc-esa roundl
the, perlphelY of the workpiece. The
extremely low noise level of the cutting
action Is proof of! the In-line concept. By IUSingl brooch inserts instead of rings,
are 'able to stagger ttle tooth pitCh -to
I~eep a continuous and even thrust on
the workpiece throug,h the full length of
the pot. Thiselse contributes to
smoother. Quieter operation as well as
excellent cceurccv and finish.

\<\19'

If you would like' more Information on
our pot broaching systems, call or write. Better yet. send us
a part print &en rallrOGch • Engineering Co... 901 115MIle
Road, MI. Ct m,==' I chlgan 48043" phon.e: 313-792-5350.

The machine Illustrated! here brooches
3Mooth. 5%-inchdlometer g.90rs of cost
armor steel ot 333 parts per hour. It lis
equipped with a high water base fluid
~r
system. Broaching speeds con be
adjustedl up to 50 feet per minute.
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